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BEST CZT7 AlliLABLE

RATIONALE

Ihtroduction to General Science

You are about to enter into a very interesting adventure --

thz: Study of General Science.

lhis calventure will Luke many paths, all leading to a better

;F nature and the ever changing world in which we

16 i i h. the basic foundation for our

become fiDdlar with the equipment, and basic

for the sttiuy of science.

,r LA will deal with some simple mathematics

in si.:IenLe.
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Introduction

BEST CpPY. MAILABLE

Throughout our endeavors you will encounter certain abbreviations.

You will find it very helpful to learn these abbreviations.

Genet.al

1. SD - Science Department

2. LIB- Library

3, RS- Resource Sheet

4. WS- Wurksheet

5. WTT- Wollensareaching Tape

6. T- iranzparency

Yo,. will tins the interpretation of the abbreviation for the

b,,A used precedin,, each section under the title resources.

v2f;:r -.his key aod the resource key if you have difficulty

at first, but as you learn the abbreviations your problems will

be minimized.
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Introduction to General Science.

Section I

Equipment and scientific procedures:

Resources for section I

Books

1. SDEPS- Exploring Physical Science by Thurber and Kilburn

pp. 470-474

2. Sid PS (W-A-T) Phy!jcal Science (Work-A-Text) by Milton

Ga.lambo pp. 4-5 and p. 20.

Wu; ..11(.4clopedia vol .3 pp. 322-324

01 h 4 228-22,.

S:jence Tools

2. List of instruments to determine use

Experiment:

Demonstrations- Laborative skills

Lectures:

1. "Introduction to the Study of Science"

2. "Scientific Tools and Their Uses"

3
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Section I

Scientific equipment and procedures

Behavioral Objective I

1. After using the prescribed resources and completing the given

activities you will be able to list the name, description, use

aid safety measures for fifteen given pieces of science equipment.

This is the equipment that will be found in the laboratory

,.,nd we *ill use it during the school year.

Activitie.

i1 displa.;vd aquipient alid relate the names with its

d.:!SCri p t 1 Cll.

2, jt.. th d:._.grail;: illustrating t:ie equipment which will be

.:bmitted to you. (Make a sketch if necessary- The il) ustrations

returned.)

3. Use the following resources SD-PS (W-A-T) pp. 4-5 (Study

the illustrations.)

SD-EPS - pp. 471-474 Try to name as many of the displayed

equipment as you can.

SD-PS p. 9 complete questions (2) a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h,i, and J

4. Record notes from the chalk board and listen to the lecture

on "Scientific Tools and Their Uses"

5. Select 15 out of a list of 25 given instruments and state

for what they are used. (Consult a dictionary) This is

practical scientific equipment not necessarily found in

Lab, but useful.

6. State five reasons why scientific equipment is important

(consult the OE - pp. 228-229 vol 10.
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Behavioral Objective II

After completing the prescribed activities you will be able to

perform the following simple laborative skills; using the apparatus

you learned about in Objective I.

(a) cut, bend and polish glass tubing

(b) collect a gas ,.;rider water

usikg a gr(16uatc.d cylinder

-:)jects uslng platform balance

(u: fii.1 using filter paper

litmw, paper

iiiSS .1g Tito a stopper

thiL, givEn in your textbook EPS -pp 470-474

v, deri,unratioll for eacn of the laborative skills

which will 'e performed by your teacher. (Record notes)

3. Select a partner and practice performing the laborative skills.

4. Study guide::;, diagrams, illustrations, information and

procedLres as listed irr the following resources.

SO-EPS pp. 470-474

SU - Resource Sheets (Colliplete Act i vi ties

1. Using a Graduated cylinder

2. !:sihg a platform balance

3. Fill rinc, a solution

4. Tr!st:ng with litmus paper

!.1E3 - ;;Pr Vol. 3 pp. 122 i



Self-Evaluation Section I.

r --.---

1. Supply the correct names for the scientific equipment which

will be on display.

1 6 11

2 7 12

3 8 13

4. 9 14

5 10 15

2. Name the equipment you would use for the following:

1. crush solids

2. weigh objects

3. hold a hot test tube

heat objects strongly

5 measure liquids

6. condense liquids

evaporate liquids

8. filter solutions

9 collect a gas

10. lift a hot beaker

3. Briefly explain how you would perform the following

operations:

1. cut glass tubing

2. filter solutions

3. measure using a graduated cylinder

6



Perform the following operations:

1. Determine th7. weight of a given item using the platform

balance. answer

2. Measure a given amount of liquid using the graduated

cylinder. answer

3. Set up the apparatus for collecting a gas under water

and explain how each part functions.

7



Advanced Study

1. Prepare a report on any piece of practice equipment which

interests you most. (ex) Barometer, geiger counter, etc.

2. Contrast the difference in properties between common

household glassware and laboratory glassware.

3. Make a chart neatly displaying =cuts of some scientific

equipment found in the laboratory.

4. Prepare a poster displaying the names of some science equipment

and state its use.

5. Make a chart illustrating some safety techniques in the laboratory.

o. Demonstrate to the class how to correctly perform any three

basic laboratory skills.

Resources:

Books and teaching tapes

SD-EPS Exploring Physical Science by Thurber and Kilburn

LIB - WBE World Book Encyclopedia p. 195 and p. 104

SD SKF Science: A Key To The Future by Barnard, Stendler,

Spock, and Edwards pp. 252-254

SD MPS Modern Physical Science by Brooks, Tracy, Troop and

Friedl pp. 248-252

SD PW The Physical World by Brinckerhoff, Cross, Watson and

Brandwein pp. 255-256

LIB - WTT Wollensak Teaching Tape

1. Temperature Conversion
Centigrade to Fahrenheit C-51

2. Temperature Conversion
Fahrenheit to Centigrade C-52



Section II

Temperature and Its Measurement

Behavioral Objective I

I. After completing the prescribed activities you will be able

to state the significance, name parts, read, and record

readings from a fahrenheit and centigrade thermometer with

an accuracy of + 2 degrees.

Activities:

1. Using the resource SKF p. 254 state the basic difference in

scales between the fahrenheit and centigrade thermometers.

2. Record the difference in the boiling and freezing point of

water on each scale.

3. Observe a thermometer and list the name of the three basic

parts and their use.

4, Find out why they use mercury and alcohOl in a thermometer

in preference to water.

5. Observe the teachers demonstration on how to use and read

a thermometer. (Record notes)

6. Make sketches which indicate different given thermometer

readings.

7. Read and record the temperature of given liquids with an

accuracy of + 2 degrees.

8. Given diagrams illustrating thermometers record the indicated

reading.

9. Using resource MPS pp. 252-253 answer questions 3.4.5,6,7 and 9.

9



Resources: Section II Objective I

1. SD - MPS pp. 248-251 study

2. SD - PW pp. 255-256 study

3. SD - MPS pp. 248-252 Activity

4. SD - SKF pp. 252-254 study

5. SD - EPS pp. 19-20 study

6. SD - PS (W-A-T) pp. 110-111 study

a.

Other Resources:

Handouts Thermometer illustrations

Lecture and Demonstrations

"How To Use a Thermometer"

Filmstrip

(LIB) How We Measure Heat

Section II

Objective II

You may find yourself in a situation where you may have one

type of thermometer (ex. centigrade and your record may require

you to record your readings in a different scale(ex. fahrenheit)

After completing the following activities you will be able to

change fahrenheit readings to centigrade readings and centigrade

readings to fahrenheit readings.

10



Activities:

1. Review the boiling and freezing points of water on each scale.
(notes)

2. Find the basic formula for converting scales PW pp. 255-256

(It is necessary that you learn these formulas)

3. Listen to the following Wollensak Teaching Tapes:

Temperature Conversion:

1. Fahrenheit to Centigrade (complete worksheet) LIB C-51

2. Centigrade to Fahrenheit ( complete worksheet) LIB C-52

4. Observe and record notes from the teachers lecture on con-

verting scales. (Practice on your own)

5. Complete the given scale conversion which will be submitted

to you. (These will be passed in and graded)

6. Select a partner- one use a centigrade thermometer and the

other use a fahrenheit thermometer(Be Careful Not To Break

the Thermometers) Get some tap water from the faucet in a

beaker. Each of you at the same time place your thermometers

in the water. After two minutes each of you at the same

time record the readings from your thermometers. After you

obtain your reading convert it to the opposite scale for

example if you have centigrade change your reading to

fahrenheit, if you have fahrenheit change your reading to

centigrade.

Results?

Conclusion?

11



Resources:

Books

SD - PW pp. 255-256

SD - EPS p. 486

SD - PS (W-A-T) p. 110

Handouts:

1. Basic Formulas for Scale Conversions

2. Readings to Convert From One Scale to the Other

Demonstration and Lecture

How to Convert Temperature Scales

Experiment

1. Comparing scale readings on different thermometers

Teaching Tapes

1. Fahrenheit to Centigrade LIB C-51

2. Centigrade to Fahrenheit LIB C-52



Self-Evaluation UST ( c A". :*.-2=AT.

1. Construct a thermometer which will indicate each of the following

readings:

(a) 5° C (a) (b) (c)

(b) 12° C

(c) 15° C

2. Record the following thermometer reading.

answer

3. Convert the following C° readings to F°.

(a) 100° C = _

(b) 15° C =

O F=Pa 1
o

4. Convert the following F° readings to CO.

(a) 95° F =

(b) 86° F =

o c

o C

5. What formula is necessary to change F° to C°

C° to F°

13



Section III

Graphing and Interpreting Data

Resources:

Books

SD - EPS Exploring Physical Science by Thurber and Kilburn pp. 9-16

LIB - WBE - World Book Encyclopedia vol. 8 p. 314

Others

Transparency- Line Graph

Lecture

Graphing and Lterpreting Data

Handou t

1. Ual.:a to Cif,?.ph

2. Data to Interpret

Resource Sheet

1. Diggrdms of different graphs

Section III

Graphing and Interpreting Data

Behavioral Objective I

After completing the following activities you will be able to

state the significance of graphs in science and how to plot

simple data on a graph.

Activities

1. Bring some graph paper to class and learn the difference between

the vertical and the horizontal axis.

2. With a given set of numbers practice constructing the graph

with the proper horizontal and vertical axis.

3. With a given set of numbers practice selecting the best

14



interval to plot data.

4. Observe and record notes from the lecture on preparations

necessary for graphing data, and how to plot a graph.

5. Practice plotting given data on graph paper.

6. Complete the given worksheet on data to plot on a graph.

Behaviorial Objective 2

You will after completing the following activities learn how to

interpret data as a result of a graph.

Activi ties:

1. Review information you have received on how to plot a graph

and the difference LA:tween the horizontal and vertical axis.

2. The teacher will demonstrate how to interpret data from a given

graph.

3. Using the chart at the bottom on page 11 in the resource EPS,

see if you can answer the following questions.

(a) How much air was displaced at 30° C.

(b) .75 mm of air was displaced at what temperature._

(c) What is plotted on the vertical axis of the graph?

(d) What is plotted on the horizontal axis of the graph?

4. Practice interpreting the graph at the top to the right of

page 15 in the resource EPS.

5. Interpret a given graph( you will pass this activity into be

graded)

Resources:

Books

SE-EPS pp. 15-16 and pp. 482-484

LIB-WBE pp. 318 vol. 8

15



Transparency:

1. The Line Graph

Filmstrip:

Tape:

16



Self-Evaluation Section III

I. Construct a graph (or use graph paper) and plot the following

data. (The effects of heat on the volume of a liquid)

HEAT VOLUME OF THE LI UID

100 C 10 ml

150
20 ml

25° C 40 ml

20o
30 ml

300 C 50 ml

Show the graph here:

From your graph answer the following questions:

1. Hoa did a rise in temperature effect the volume of the

liquid?

2. At 400 C what woulJ probably be the volume?

Why?

17



Advanced Study

1. Bring in cut outs of as many different graphs as you can

find and classify them according tJ the area in which the

graph is used. Example- Science, Economy, EJsiness, etc.

2. Bring in a picture of a graph accompanied by a sheet with

your interpretation of the Graph.

3. Construct on a poster a display of several different kinds

of graphs.

4. Make a write-up on why graphs are important in the area

of science.

18
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RAYIONALE

Our last LAP dealt with the basic tools

and procedures in science.

In this 1AP, we will consider measure-

ment in relation to science. Many problems

of science require definite answers to such

questions as "How long?", ''How much Time?"

"How Fast?" and "How much space?"

This adventure will enable you to

better understand the quantitative rela-

tionship between mathematics and science.

Our next LAP will deal with a study

of the elements.

1



SECTION I - Resources

SD The Dictionary

SD (H-A-W) T - The and Now and Why Book of Time, by Gene Liberty

SD - MPS Modern Physical Science by Brooks, Tracy, Tropp and Friedl

LIB WBE - World BoolcEt__st Vol. 3

L13 - WBE - World ErookIncylopedia, Vol 17

LIB 14BL WILIggilaningia Vol. 21

SO SKF - Science:A Key tothe Future by Barnard, Stendler, Spock and

Edwards

LIB - Films - (1) The Moon

(2) The Earth

LIB - Study prints

(1) Phases of the Moon

1(2) Day and Night

(3) The Seasons

2



Measurement of Time rIrT rnn't r""-'!q"Ir

Behavioral 00ectives

After completing the following activities you will be able to:

1. State how the following are measured in relation to time:

a. second
b. minute
c. hour
oi. day
e. week
f. month

g. year

2. State the cause of the following in relation to

a.

b.

C.

d.

e.

f.

ACTIVITIES

apd night

seasons (summer, winter, etc.)

year
leap year
equinox
Daylight Savings Time

time:

1. Define these terms related to the measurement of time. (dictionary)

a.

b,

c.

d.

e.

week
month
year
calendar

2. State in writing and pass

following:

a. day and night e. equinox

b. seasons (of the year) f. Daylight Savings Time

c. year
d. leap year

(Good resources to use here are LIB - WBE 1. Vol. 5 pp. 46

2. Vol. 17 pp. 218

3. Vol. 21 pp. 460

SD-N-A-OT - pp. 8-15, 21-28.

SD-MPS - pp. 537-544.

SD-SKF - pp. 288-292.

f. hour
g. light year
h. equinox
1. day
j. night

in to be graded the cause of the

3. Complete the worksheet on time which will be submitted to you.

(The World Book incyclozectia will be helpful)

4. Using the MPS resource pp. 549-550, answer the following questions

2, 3, 4, 5, and 10.

3



$havioral Objectives

3. State how our present calendar is organized in relation to
time.

AMILUIR

1. Using resource MPS pp. 542-543 read and study the history
of calendars, also consider the H-A-W-T - pp. 10-16.

2. Write a brief summary on how our calendar is organized,
include name of months and number of days for each month
and some of the problems encountered in organizing the
calendar.

3. Discuss why a year is made up of 3654 days and why every
four years we have 366 days - (a leap year).

4. State the role the moon plays.in reference to the number of
days in a month.

RES9OCES FOR OBJECTIVE 3

SD-MPS - pp. 542-543
SD-H-A-W-T - pp. 7 - 20
SO-;;KI .. pp. 294-295
LIB WBE - Vol. 3 pp. 26-29 (Calendar)

Handouts: t1:x 21 of calendar to complete

Behavioral Objectives

4. State how the followino instruments are used to measure time.

a. sundial f, pendulum
b. clock g. hourglass
c. radiocarbon h. water clock
d.

e.

speedometer
anemometer

i. sand glass

ACTIVITIES

1. List and define each of the instruments listed above.

2. State what each of the above instruments are used to measure.

3. Select any two of the above instruments and prepare a written
report on its use and operation.

Resources for Objective 4

LIB - WBE Vol.

LIB WBE Vol.
LIB - WBE Vol.

PP.

PP.

PP.

4
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SELF-EVANATION I

I. COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING STATEMiNTS.

1. It takes seconds to make a minute.

2. It takes minutes to make an hour.

3. It takes hours to make a day.

4. It takes days to make a week.

5. It takes months to make a year.

6. It takes ' days to make a year.

7. It takes days to make a le:$1i, year.

II. Briefly explain what causes the following phenomena.

1. day and night

Z. a year

3. leap year

4. equinox

III. Differentiate between standard time and daylight savings time.

IV. State the significance of daylight savings time.

5



SELF-EVALUATION 1 (coot')

V. What is the name of the calendar that we use today?

VI. What were some of the problems encountered in organizing the

earlier caknf!P

VII. Explain why we have leap year every four yvvrT.

VIII. Name four instruments that are used to measure ;::M2 and state thcir

particular use.

6



SECTIOM I Advanced Study

1. Make a report using five different references on the measurement

of time.

2. Do some research on what a radiocarbon clock is and what it is used

to measure.

3. Do some research on how an atomic clock works.

4. Explain how the time system is used in the armed services.

5. Write a report and include some information about each of the

following:

a. Standard time zones

b. Time center for the world

c. Standard times in different cities

7



SECTION II

Measurement of Space
(Length, Volume, and Area)

RESOURCES

SD-SKF Science: A Key to the Future, pp. 10-13 and p. 16 by BarnArd

Stendlur, Spock, and Edwards.

SO -PW - The Physical World by Brinckerhoff, Crosi, Watson and Brandwein.

SO-PS (W-A-T) tualcal Science by Atho Perkins.

--MPS - Modern Physical Science by Brooks, Tracy, Tropp, and Friedi.

Chart: Calculating Volume, Area, and Density

Wollensak Teaching Tape - The Metric System (Complete worksheet)

8



SECTION II

Measurement of Space

Behavioral Objectives

After completing the following activities, you will be able to:

1. Calculate the volume of rectangular-shaped objects and determine
the volume for irregular shaped objects.

Activities for Ob'ective 1

1. Find the difference between regular and irregular shaped objects
and the meaning of volume. (Dictionary) on Modern Physical Science

k. !instruct a rectangular shaped diagram and designate the length,
wicith, and height positions. (Consult MPS pp. 8-9)

Write the hasic formula which is used to calculate the volume of
a :sectangular shaptd object (MPS pp. 8-9) (PS (W-A-T) p. 13)

4. :,curly the :ample problem at the bottom of pp. 8-9 in the MPS
resource.

Record iwtes from the lecture and demonstration on "How to deter-
mine the volume of a rectangular shaped object. (Teacher)

foirplete the assigned problems and pass in to be graded. (These
will be submitted to you)

7. Prepare a write-up and demonstrate how to determine the volume of
irregular shaped objects. (MPS - p. 9 and PS (W-A-T) p. 13)

8. Read p. 9 of the MPS textbook and study the diagram which illus-
trates how to determine the volume of irregular shaped objects.

9. Determine the volume for given irregular shaped objects. (Pass
a record of your answers in to be graded)'

BEHAVIORAL OBjectives

2. Measure length and calculate the area for given objects in both
the metric and English systems of measurement.

Activities for Objective 2

(You will need a meter stick or ruler for the following activities)

1. Measure the length of your desk with your meter stick. Make two
separate measurements. Write your results and record the average
of your two measurements. (Metric system measurement)

#1 cm #2 cm avg.

9



Activities for Objective 2 (cont.)

2. Repeat the preceding experiment with a ruler.

Measurement #1 in. #2 in.

Average in.

(For these activities, consult page 5 of MPS)

3. Complete the activities listed on measurements with a meter

stick.

4 To determine the area of an object you must multiply the

length X width. Learn this formula: A = L x W.

;VAICI a rectangular shaped diagram - determine the position

c the length and width. (PS W-A-T) pp. 12-13.

Find Cie units which are used to express volume and area.

1PS pp. 3-9.

Dc_.erinine the area for a given object. (This will be submitted

.:1 credit).

8. Review - Experiment - take a rectangular shaped object (Shoe box).

Determine (a) length #1

(b) length #1

(c) length #1

10

#2

#2

#2

average

average
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EXPERIMENT

"Measuring With A Meter Stick"
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In making measurements of length with a meter stick, the meter

should be placud on the edge as shown in figure 1-1. If the

eter stick lies flat on a table, as shown in figure 1-2, the scale

is so far from the ab that it is possible to make a variety of

readings. If you loo along the line AO, the reading of the line on

the table appears to be at the 3.3 cm division of the meter stick.

If you look along the line CO, the reading now appears to be 3.7 cm.

Both readings are in error because of parallax; Parallax is ap-

parent movement of the line, with respect to toe markings on the

meter stick, which occurs as the eye of the observer moves from A

to C. The correct reading, 3.5 cm, is obtained only when one looks

along the line BO. Errors due to parallax are avoided if the meter

stick is placed on its edge when making measurements.

PROCEDURE IS ON THE BACK OF THIS PAGE.



EXPERIMENT (Cont.)

"Measuring With The Meter Stick"

PROCEDURE:

'AV COPY MIRACLE

Examine your ruler and determine which side is marked off in meter
units.

TTrrr I
$

WO 414 contoiMers

g 1 2 4 S 7 d 3 10

aumaulaiumulaumulmmuuduwaulLumulluuwiLLariu11111L 4.4.:11i11Lal

--ENGLISH SYSTEM UNITS

--METRIC SYSTEM UNITS

Using the side marked off in metric units, measure and recored the
length of the following objects:

Across the center of your desk.

of your textbook

c. Length of your notebook

. length of the following line segments:

1. ANSWER

2. tralIIMMI ANSWER

3. ANSWER

e. Construct line segments for the following lengths:

1. 2 cm.

2. 3.3 cm.

3. 1.5 cm.

12
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SELF-EVALUATION II

1. Take out your ruler. Draw a line

10 cm. long

5 in. long

2. Complete this chart.

OBJECT LENGTH X WIDTH OD

Er`,"' !:(1, f'11:77111ULE

AREA

1. SOUK #1 #1

#2 #2 Average

?. ,cicia Box #1 . #1

42 #2 Average

3. Shoe Box #1 #1

#2 #2 Average

4. '61)ck of Wood #1 #1

#2 #2 Average

3. Differentiate between a regular shaped object and an irregular shaped
object.

4. Define volume.



5. Complete this chart.

LENGTH

SELF-EVALUATION II (cont')

H

!

G U

Book #1 #1 #1

#2 #2 #2 Average

Soda #1 #1 #1

#2 #2 #2 Average

Shoe Box

...AI Mil

#1 #1 #1

#2 #2 I #2 AveriTe J

-e these line segments.

= #1 inches

#2 inches

Average inches

= #1 cm

#2 cm

Average cm

14



ADVANCED STUDY

I. Demonstrate how you can determine the area
for the following.

(a) a circle
(o) 1 triangle
lc; a parallelogram

?. OemonWAte h)w you car, determine the volume
of:

to) a cylinder
0) a sphere
tc) a pyromid

3. Make a po.ter displaying how to solve problems
related to volume and/or area. Include diagram,
f,,,rw..;la, and solution for solving the problem(s).

4. Make a list of ten practical applications for
length, volume, and/or area.

Ex.- To determine how deep a pool is you would
need to know (volume, and/or area, length)?

15
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Section I

BEHAVIORAL. OBJECTIVE I Par.; A

BEST COPY. AMIABLE,

After completing the following activities you will be able to

recognize some of the properties of water.

1. Read pages 18-35 in your EPS textbook.

2. State the boiling and freezing points on a thermometer- gps p. 18.

3. Pdrform the experiment - The Effect of Oissolved Substances- EPS

page 20 and state the effect that dissolved substances have on the

boiling point of water. (Does it Tiake the boiling point higher or

lov.er?)

4. Perform the experiment on The Effect of Reduced Pressure, p. 20 EPS

State the effect that reduced pressure has on the boiling point of

water. (Does reduced pressure make the boiling point of water higher

or lower?)

5. Perform the experiment on Temperature and Diffusion p. 25 in EPS

State how temperature effects diffusion. (Normally does an increase

or decrease in temperature make things dissolve faster?)

6. Read page 25 in EPS list the names of the three basic states of

matter and state how the molecules are believed to be arranged in

each state of matter. (Example- in te.guseous state of matter the

molecules are believed to be spreaded randnoly about.)

7. Study the nature of drops of water by performing the experiment -

The Nature of Drops and answering the questions within the experment.

2



The Experiment -- The Nature cF Drops

The Nature of Drops

NI,ST COPY AVAILABLE

Play tape 2 6.4

1. With a clean dropper, place several water droplets of different

sizes on the wax paper. One droplet should be as small as pos-

sible, and the largest should be many times that size. Place

various sized droplets on other surfaces, such as a piece of

plastic sheeting, a table top, and a piece of paper towel.

2. Observe differences in the shapes the 6ropssbeginning with

Make sketches and accord your observations.

4, ,.;tv:.e 2 small drops of water on the plastic sheeting as close

r4.; each ocher as possible. Determine how close the two drops

be to each other before they interact. Record.

What happens; to the 2 drops when they touch?

4. Touch some of the droplets with the tip of a

clean toothOck. Observe and record any change

in appearance of the drops.

5. Dip the tip of a clean toothpick int:e the scap

solution. Touch a water drop with this

toothpick. Repeat this procedure several

times with other drops. Record your observ.,,tions.

6. Carefully introduce a few drops of :Ater into a beaker about 2/3

full of a clear oil. Describe the Oapp of these drops. Can you

explain why they have this shape? Nhat happens to these drops?

Slowly squeeze the dropper with all the water has been forced into

vegetable oil.: Do all the drops move it th,. e-,ame speed? Record.

7. Follow the steps in procedure 6 Aga'n, !: tilis time USE dro;Tr,

full of clear oil and a beaker cif ,qid explain the

results.

3



BEST COPY MrilLABLE

Experiment (cont.)

A. Wyly do you think drops take the shapes you observed?

d. What could make the shape of drops :hange with increasing size?

C. DC2S the material or surface on which a droplet is placed affect the

drcpleZ. in any way?

D. What statement can you make about the behavior of 2 water drops

when they touch?

E. Now did the shape of ..de droplets change when touched with a clean

toothpick? With a toothpick dipped into the solo solution?

Explain your answers.

4



BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE I Part B VEST COPY AVAILELE

In this section you will study the nature of solutions.

ACTIVITIES

1.

2.

Read pages 26-33 in your EPS.

Define the following terms.

(Your textbook)

1. Dissolve 5. Concentrated

2. Solute 6. Dilute

3. Solvent 7. Saturated

4. Solution i3 Oiffusion

3. Briefly explain 'Why things dissolve. EPS 26

4. Perfoem the experiment on page 26. Diffusin from Crystals.

Explain what happens and why.

5. List four ways you can make things dissolve faster p. 27 EPS.

6. Wh!t affect does temperature have on the dissolving process?

27 EPS. (Perform the experiment if necessary)

7. Read pages 30-33. EPS.

8. Perform the experiments necessary for you to be able to state the

following concepts. EPS pp. 30-33.

1. What effect does the following have'on gases in solution?

1. Stirring

2. Temperature

3. Pressure

4. Adding solutes

9. Explain how you can determine how much gas is in a soda pop.

(Do the experiment if necessary p. 31 UP;)

10. Perform the experiments on pages 32-33 in Ps it is necessary for

you to answer the following concepts.

1. How can you drive gases from to,.' water (What is tap water)? p. 32 EPS.

2. How can you collect vases from ' :cite r? iret 3;



BEST COPY AVAILABLE

3. How can you test for the presence of oxygen? (How will you

know if oxygen is present?)

4. How can you test for the presence of carbon dioxide? (How

will you know if carbon dioxide is present?)

Additional Resource:, for Se6tion I

ob

1. rudLr ivsical Science 71-82

Filmstrip:

WaLer and Its Uses

Pamphlet

"What Is Water"



Self Evaluation SeWon I
BEST COPY AVAILABLE

1. State the boiling and freezing pulas of water on the

fahrenheit scale bp. frp.
411.1MO 40.11M/0.~

centigrade scale bp. fp..

2. Generally does dissolving substances in a solution make the boiling

point higher or lower?

3. Will water boil at a higher or lower ...emperature under reduced pressure?

4. Ai will sugar dissolve faster in hot Lea than cold tea?

5. What effe:t does temperature have .:. the dissolving process?

*e;(ai;er can exist in all three states of matter, what are they?

and will11
/. Classify the state of matter according to the nature of the molecules.

A. The molecules are scattered widely about.

B. The molecules are in a fixed position and they are close together.

C. The molecules are not close tofjethur but are not so randomly

scattered.

1.

2, lioid

3. gs

8. Briefly summarize what yoa lea.a d f-.1 the experiment on the nature

of drops. (What did you learn by dpirg tho experiment?)

9. How can you test for the presence ct? 1. oAfgen 2. carbon dioxide

10. How do you know whea the followin3 gLscti alc- present?

1. oxygen

11. Identify the solntv, solvent iti.d

Salt + water - -

.1 r 3( n rJlo:; Cat



Self Evaluation (cont.)

12. How does an increase in temperatve effeLt gases in solution?

13. How does reduced pressure effect ;:he boiling point of water?

14. How can you drive gases from water?

15. What two gases maL.e up water? and

3



Advanced Study Section I
BEST COPY AVAILP31.E.

1. Prepare a report on the general nature of water.

2. Perform an experiment which will prove that the water we drink at

school is not 100% pure. (Check with your teacher here)

3. Make a display which. shows some of the ways we use water.

4. Make a poster which displays the harmfulness of polluting water.

5. Make a diagram which illustrates how water can be purified.

b. :.omonstrate to the class one or more of the following experiments

nom vapi 44-45 in EPS.

4, 11 p. 44 EPS

r 13 p. 45 EPS

14 p. 45 EPS

;I,. 16 p. 45 EPS

7, Prepare a bulletin board exhibit of pictures showing the uses of

water as a chemical.

8. Set up a demonstration of diffusion by suspending a tea bag in a

large jar of water. (Explain scientifically what happens)

9. Make a chart of a pressure cooker and show its parts and the way

it operates and the significance for using it..

10. Make an exhibit of substances that dissolve easily in water together

with bottles of the solutions so produced.

9



Section II

BEST COPY IMILIIDLE
BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE I Part A

Upon completing the following activities, you will be able to identify,

name, dehydrate and hydrate given hydrated crystals.

ACTIVITIES

1. Read EPS pp. 34-36. (Your Textbook)

2. Perform the following experiment and answer the questions stated

within the experiment- Perform part 6, 7 A and B.

EXPERIM:.NI

. ervy in chemical reactiGns. 6.12

tifele is a change in matter there is a change in energy.
t,t energy chdnge is noticable, as in the repid combining of
i,i.0.1.2u(burning.) Sometimes the energy change is hardly

Only by careful investigation and measurement can
'.t: ,'QtLct the energy changes in a green leaf that is converting

from the environment into food.

1. Place about 1 gram of mossy zinc in a 250 ml beaker. Place a
thermometer in the beaker and add enough water to cover the bulb
of the thermometer. Record the temperature.

2. Now add about 5 ml of dilute hydrochloric acid (HCL) and stir the
mixture carefully. Bubbles form. Put 3 glowing splint near
the top of the beaker. Wh,:t gas is given off?

H

3. Watch the temperature
and record it at the
highest point.

+

4. Add 50 ml of
HCL to a
beaker. Record
thu temperature.

5. Add 50 ml
1;a0H. Stir
and record
temperature

6. Place a small amount of bluestone copper sulfatv in acican Pyrex
test tube. Place the tube in 4 1.101(Lt, itiv; hcat until the bluf:stone
turns white. Allow the tube to cool

7. Hold the tub(' containing the white 1.,aLfrill exactly as shown.
Slowly add water. drop by drop, until e le:irito cclur change
occurs. Note anything that happens y:;.J add t,tiA Hater.



Experiment (cont.)

BEST COPY

A. In addition to a change in color, another kind of change occurred.

Describe this change.

B. What was given off in all of these activities?

C. Do all neutralization reactions give off heat?

D. Which of these reactions was a neutralization reaction or were

they all neutralization reactions?

3. Name five other crystals which contains water of hydration other

then copper sulfate.

1. 3.

5.

2. 4.

4. Differentiate between hydrating and dehydrating crystals.

Hydrating

Dehydrating

11



Section II

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE I Part B
BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Upon completing the following activities you will be able to

identify, name, test and state common properties for some acids,

bases and salts.

ACTIVITIES

I. State the meaning for the following terms.

1. Acid 2. base 3. salt 4. litmus piper

2. Read pages 37-43 in the EPS book.

3. Perform the experiment listed on page 37 in the EPS textbook "Testing

:),Litiohs4 end complete the chart at the bottom of page 37. Classify

the listed liquids as acid, base or neutral after testing each liquid,

using litmus paper.

4. Complete the following experiment and answer the questions within

the experiment.

EXPERIMENT
Mystery Solutions 6.8

A. Get a vial of solution "X" from your teacher. Determine whether
it is tap water or some chemical solution other than tap water.

I'm sure you have many questions - I will guess at some of your questions
and give you some answers to guide you.

1. Can I taste it? No. It may be poison.
2. Will it hurt me if I spill it

on my skin? No.
3. Will it stain my clothers? Probably riot.
4. Can I water my plants with it? If you wish.
5. Can I have more if

I need it? Yes. Tell me the number.
6. Can I freeze it? Yes
7. Can I give some to my dog Please don't.
8. Can I use books for help? Yes.

B. One way to find out about an unkrown solution is to test it with
an indicator and see if it is acid, base or neutral.

1 2



Experiment (cont.)
BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Boiled red cabbage makes a 'good indicator. Drain off the dark juice

and pout it into 3 small jars.

A. add water to jar 1.

B. add vinegar to jar 2 (an acid)

C. add ammonia (a base) to jar 3

C. What changes did you observe in the jars.

U. Could .)1, test your unknown solution with cabbage juice? .

E. Au.ild this che test be enough to show that you do or do not have

%..to. in :;06r vial?

hit are in the foii of paper called litmus.

to test the acidity or alkanlinity nf suostances

0.. at lomEl ask your teacher for some of this paper.

)0U fill; to m-e your own indicator paper by soaking paper towel

in v o ,0 niv ,Ace.

5. Perform the experiments under the following topics in the EPS

book. pp. 38

1. Acid, Base Reactions

2. Testing Gases With Litmus

6. Answer the following questions in relatin to your experiments

1. Classify the following as either acidic or bG.sic.

1. vinugar

2. baking soda

2. Windt was the temperature of the vincw?

beforc the reaction

(b) after the reaction

(c) conclusions
eago. .666 ow .61 6616. 6 am .

3. Classify the fellowing as acidic or



BEST COPY AVAILABLE

1. Household ammonia

2. Vinegar

When you mixed the following was there a temperature change?

conclusion..elmeini,VM11

7. A. What was the results of testing ammonia gas with dry litmus if

damp litmus

Mat was the resilts of testing the gas from hydrochloric acid

41,:i dry litmus moist litmus
Cos aa .ave

1 61 11' . die AWN& MOM IIIMMINNIIIMINNIEN

, !lowing experiment ano answer the questions within

EXPERIMENT

LAv,f,ie the lauels on the cans of different kinds of baking powder.
Note that all of them contain baking soda. In addition, each can
may contain cream of tartar, or alum, or an acid phosphate. Are
crodm of tart.. and alum acidic or basic?

2. Why don't cream of tartar and alum react with the baking soda in
the bakily powder? What do you think would happen if water were
added to baking powder? try it Record your observations.

3. Gas given off by baking powder forms bubbles in cake dough. The

dough hardens when baked so that the cake remains full of small
holes. Such a cake is lighter and more tender than a cake baked
from solid dough.

4. Set up the apparatus shown
and determine how much gas is
given off by baking powder.

5. Put a level teaspvontil of
baking powder in the flask
of cold water and collect
tk gas produced. Mark the
level of the gas in the
collection bottle.



Experiment (cont.)

6. Turn the collection bottle right side up.

water needed to fill i t to the top again.
off by the baking powder when cold?

7. Now repeat the same procedure but this time heat the water and
baking powder. How much gas is given off when the solution is
warm?

BEST COPY WALE
Measure the amount of
How much gas was given

Dissolve 1 level teaspoonful of baking soda in a cup of water.
Add cream of tartar slowly, stirring it constantly until the
liquid is neutral. How much cream of tartar is needed to
nei:i.calize ono teaspoonful of baking soda?

oiking soda and dry cream of tartar in proper proportions
each other. Colleci; WV; moasure the amount of gas

off Iry your ;;omemade baking pwricr. Compare the results
ai:Jnt of comerc'al poveler.

I L)1.; 4 and ba. c.:14: in muffin cups
.10j poWci ivith batter h roc.: of the cups, a

:,thcrs, anu you might try yeast since it
v3c:Js i batter.

143C1- Perform the following experiment.
4 demonstration by your teacher or a group.

nay! of the acid arid has that we use and the
sait that we make.

EXPERIMENT
Neutralization

Many iaiportant crops such as clover, peas, and beans grow best in soil
that has a pH of about 7.0 (neutral). Such crops do not do well in
acidic soils. Acidic soils can be neutralized by the addition of basic
cnemicals. Ground limestone is often used because it produces basic
chomicals as it wuthers. Thus its effect on the soil can last a long
time.

In this Investigation we will examine reactions of acids and bases.

1. P14,ce ooe drop of a dilute solution of hydrochloric acid on a strip
of red litmus paper and a second drop of the saillo solution on a
strip of blue litmus paper.

Reat with a dilute solution of sodium hydroxide and then sodium
chloridn and distilled
Via Le r .

15

Halo a 60bic awl rue.id yuur results.

LITIJS



BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Experiment (cont.)

3. Pour 10 ml of dilute sodium hydroxide solution into a small beaker.
Place a piece of blue litmus paper in the solution.

4. Stir the solution and add dilute hydrochloric acid drop by drop until
the litmus just turns red.

5. Now add sodium hydroxide solution one drop at atime until the
litmus turns blue again. Again add acid until one drop of acid
will turn litmus red or one drop of base will turn it to blue.

0. Next, neat the misture gently until the water is nearly gone,
6 ,d thcn let the rest of the water evaporate. With a magnifying

?xamine the solid residue. Do you recognize the cubic

yrtP,is of sodium chloride? Taste it. What is it?

ti Y311 ;!:.ccouilt for the heat bei q; given off?

4

.:,.J.kt,heet which will be provided for you on acids,

foods or substances and classify them as
. nutral.

.aspirin

2. saap_

J. soda pup

4. lemun

5. buttermilk

6. sugar solution

7. orange juice

8. milk of magnesia

9. weak lye solution

10. household ammonia

12. Fnr review answer the review questions and thought questions on page 48

pf the EPS textbook. Pass your ans.;ers in to your teacher for evaluation.

16



BEST COPY AVIILITLE

Additional Resources for Section II

Modern Physical Science

Topic: Acids, Bases and Salts pp. 45-53

Pathways In Science

Book 2 Chemistry of Mixtures

Topic: Cowounds Called Acids pp. 96-101 and pp. 118-122

When An Acid Meets Base pp. 107-110, pp. 118-122

! t.. -k 1e

ina Compounds"

. F.>, a:A Salts

orl,sheet_

Acids, bases, Salts



BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Self Evaluation Section II

1. Name two crystals which contains water of hydration.

1.

2. How can you hydrate a crystal?

dehydrate a crystal?

2.

1411n

3. How can you test for the presence of oxygen?

4. WhtA blue litmus paper turns red, what does this tell you about the

solution?

F. Wh,t is iotc:1'solution?

6. is the name of the gas iii soda pop?

Wh..;! is baking soda solution used as a first aid treatment for burns

LMT: gad by an acid?

v, HO4 can .acioic soils be neutralized?

9. Wnat is meant by the symbol pH?

Using the pH scale

10. Classify the following as being either.acidic. basic or neutral.

pH (1) pH 7._ pH
14

11. How can you make an indicator in the laboittory?

12. What gas is given off by heating baking soda?

13. Does the temperature (rise, fall or the same) when an
111

acid and base reaction occurs?

14. Name two acidic substances.

1. 2.

Name two basic substances.

1. 2.

15. Briefly explain how you can make table salt.

13



16. What is the scientific name for table salt?

17. Classify the following as acidic, basic or neutral.

1. salty water 2. lemon 3. ammonia

18. How can you drive the gas out of baking soda?

19. When making table salt how could you tell when the solution was
neutral?

Acidic?

daslc?

BMA.. ... as

ell ...Ea .4. 0. 411

20. 11(6,, was Lne salt obtained from the liquid solution?

19



Advanced Studies

1. Determine the weight of the water of crystallization that is driven

off by heating a sample of alum. Calculate the percentage of the

original weight made of water.

2. Make a cake batter without baking soda. Divide the batter into

several equal parts. Add different amounts of baking powder to

each part and i)ake sahiples in muffin cups. Keep a record of the

ry$610;.

3. Extract the juice from different fruits. Mix with acidic and basic

solutiuris Lw we which juice changes in color. Prepare a chart

sAuwing the color changes.

4. Find out whether freezing or boiling fruit juice affects the way

they react to acidic and basic solutions.

5. Perform a deoonstration on the "water to wine trick" pp. 45-46 EPS.

20
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE

RATIONALE

Come aboard for another .1xciting adventure. We have

just cfolvleted a LAP on vle Wt:ire If 1,:a:,ar a very essen-

tlal .No we ZIG y0:3g abcut one of the

lements whith makes up wato, oxplIn. In this LAP also,

48 are going to consider soma other nceresting gases.

From tne vie/Writ of maLird, oxygen is one of the

mo.ic iwportant substances in the work.. All living things

use oxygen in one way or another, and most of them cannot

live without it. Oxygen unites chemically with many other

substances, which is often an advantage to man, but some-

times is not.

Now, on with the. study 01 Lapottant gases. In

our next LAP we will consider s'.1.1Jy of carbon Is an

element.



Section I
BEST COPIIIVIE

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE 1 A

After performing the following actsiciu;, jou 1..11 be able to state

some properties, uses, means of prepraliii,, aAd rests for the fol-

lowing gases:

aCt01111:7;

1. oxymn

2. car ,41 .11,Jode

3. clrbco mtuxide

I. Read -arid oake w-itter summary iLcuL the fur lowing topics and

read the following pates in your textbook. EPS and World Book

1. OPXY;ii. Po. 50-57

t. ..atocr oitmide p. 56 Alsu consult the wur1d Book, Book 3

(1972 edition) pp. 16/-168 Topic: Carbon dioxide

3. Carbon monoxide- consult tha World Book Encyclopedia

Book 3 (1972 edition) p. 163 Topic: C4rhtln monoxide

and page 62 of EPS.

4. Sulfur eioxide read page 61 of E,,S u use of SO2

II. Observe the demonstration on ;he iw.virj Cie

following gases.

1. rm,gun

2. u.-Lia dit.Ae,

3. sOrLr (1.6xioc,

III. Record the following informAtio,

on a chart as they arc prepole2.

1. Name of the Tr:, prei.,r;.-4.

2. Name of the chemi,:a1,, v,ee c. col!

above gases



3. The color of tne gas.

BEST COPY AT'arlE4. The odor of the gas.

5. The method usA to prew.yo

6. Four uses for each of the gasps b'aited

7. Now to test for the pesence of tne

IV. Give the reason you feel that we Jid not i...rapac carbon monoxide

gas in 04SS. (Reread tne pripertiez; cr carbon monoxide in the

World book Uivclopedia- p. 168 ;1. Carbon Monoxide)

5. Read pa. 52-53 State the 0:!4 play in the rusting

prncdss: 1. 4Lit.ev 4 , v

6(rt, 0.. Coro the experiment i O. ;.hu. to of oasie 53 in the EPS

rexOnuk. Fi sf perrJrm thc FAs descrioed at the

op of page 53-

1. Wrraf.. (d% 3dS prOWicCd?
fail S .. .

(b) sat up to e equipment 11 as shoqo ae tip of page 53,

but instead of wing taking sigla and .ineor use manganese

dioxide and hydrogen pe :oxide.

2. What gas was produced? -. m..00 :Ow

(c) Make a comparison between the rusting lich kx.Ars with

Experiment I
n. on. ea J

APED

Experiment II

Conclusion
es

Ia. mlI
. 1 .

7. Read page 677 in the World Coo.4- VC. 14 .;11,i:

(a) State the role ox;ije. pleys fhc r:

11 .. .-

ma =114111.

(b) What is the name of leitf Aan iron Jnites

with ox/gen.

page 677) 3

.!.:ok Vol. 14



BEST CON 1111!.:'S

(e) State whether moistur;: t r w .:1. is m4:estosy for rusting

to occur.
. 41.011611. ...... . ONO r /MO 10

(Refer to peso 52 '0 En;

(d) List three ways rustint can b.. t..',or.1.0

1. 2. 3.

(Refer to page 52 or EPS in textbook)

(e) What is mtAnt by tne tcrai oxi43Coot (refer to page 56 of EPS)

(f) Name two prodticts of ogiJaticl v.iur to p. 56 of EPS)

(g) Use a dictiorthry or tcok stO.J the difference

batww.tri example for:

L. stow oxidation

DEFIN11104 4 we*. 40 0 ...I .1
ay sr. n . On mmoal11 PM. 1111.=b

2. Plpid oxidation

Example(s)
amsmin

Mieme.

(h) Classify the following as bathq the rewiltcf rapid or

Slow oxidation.

1. ruatini !or.

2. burning flame aMa ...am,.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECIIVE I P

After completing the following activiti,;!., dili ht KOH tO state

the reason oxygen is impor:ant i! our d ;.!

ACTIVITIES

I. Read page 679 of the World .;4 rOpi;

How oxygen supports life (1T/: Witi6 I; - 1*)11u.e.inv

questions:

1. Where does man and lad animals get (,...iwv?

4



2EST COPY ilto

Trace the path of oxygen from the time it enters man's lungs until

energy is produced in the cells.

1. 2. 3.111101111111011s

Where does oxygen enter a fish's blood steam?

Briefly summarize how plants use Oxygen.

II. Refer to the World Book EncyclopeJA (1972 edition) pp. 679-680

Vol 14 Tapics: 1. Other' uses for oxygen p. 679

2. Making oxygen pp. 679-680 3. Histuryp. 680

4. Chemical properties

(far th. cononts)

I. uuc Josepl. Priest1J dlicovered oxygen (history)

our. how oxygen is produced foc welding and in hospitals.

3. List four chemical properties for thv! e!ement oxygen.

Ili. (lbServe and summarize the followIng filmstrips

1. Thn Air Around us

2. addation



BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Self Evaluation

1. Write the names of the four gases we diNct.beu or prepared in

Section I.

2. Select any two of the gases and write down five things you

learned about the gas.

gas (name)

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

gas (name)

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

3. Explain why oxygen is such an important gas.

4. What is some differences between tho followind gases.

1. carbon dioxide carbon oorxide

1. 1,

2. L.

5. State a use for the gas sulfur dioxide.

6. Now can sulfur dioxide be prepared?.

am. - ars am.

7. What two things are necessary for rusti;9 ;J,caC



Self Evaluation (cont.)
BEST WY lialLABLE

8. Will the gas carbon dioxide cum rustin:11.

9. What is the meaning for the %erm oxidation?,

10. What is the difference between tilt, following terms.

1. slow oxidation

2. rapid oxidatior

11. State where man aid land animals get oxygen?

12. How did Joseph Priestley discover oxygen?

List four .g4 for trAygen othca than iwiho a necessity for man

dnlind13.

3.

14. Li:it two propqrties of oxygen.

1.

4.

2.

15. List an example for each of the following conditions.

1. slow oxidation

2. rapid oxidation

7



Advance Study

Section

1. Make a poster displaying the hame(s) of either and/or one of the

following gases.

1. Carbon dioxide 2. oxygen 3. sulfur dioxide 4. carbon monoxide

(include onjeur poster pictures, diayrams, statements,etc. to

prove the gas's 1. importance: 2. usefulness 3. occurance

2. Find out whether carbon dioxide is heavier Vnan air by performing

experiment I on page 76 of EPS.

3. 5,.:t up a series ofexprrireunt; to show 4110 factors encourage

steel co ?ustald how tJ prevent rusting.

4. Perform e4eriment II on page 76 of EPS and bee if carbon dioxide

t.411 be produced (The center diagram)

a. Produce cabon dioxide in a large bottle and pour thegas down a

trough containing small candles as shown at the right and in the

central diagram and page 77 of the EPS book.

6. Freshly peeled potatoes and apples often turn browninihe air

Set up an experiment to find out whethcr this change is caused

by oxidation. (Bring your potatoes and cellophane paper from

home)



BEST COM. AVAILIME
Section II Fire and Flafts

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE I A

After completing the following ;Aotivities yc.0 will be able to state
or list the following concepts about re and flames.

1. What is fire? 2. Kinds of tire

3. How fire is produced 4. The kinThng temperatures of some
..oinuoli hid tur leis

5. fire produces 6. How to uvtermine (Lecootint of useful heat

AC TVITifS

Actii.1-zy I A (Re.;eatch 311 f;

]16-11i; iq the Woilcl Bol;; Encyclopedia Vol. 7

:Acyxer the following questionb:

!. What is fire?

Oldt 1iapp:Ins as a substwv.:e bui-ns?

zit...0er tem which miht be w.ed which means de
same thing as burning?

4. Differentiate between the fOlowirg Lerws and qivein example
of each:

1. slow oxidation 2. combhstion 1. oxidation 4. explosion

5. List the names of three different ki6ls uf fids.

1. 2.

6. What three conditions are necessary bf.lfop a tirt2

2.

7. What is meant by kincling temperati...

3.

B. State the kindling temperature i7o.- tf -als.

1. paper

2. cotton

3. cellophone

4,

5. ir

C. Z.+ .. 11. I j



BEST COPY littillIPM E

9. Explain why ashes remains after the burnitv of wood or coal.

10. List three things that fire produces:

1. 2. 7

11. What conditions cause smoke and soot?

12. State two reasons light might be produced from a fire

1. 2.

Other references which may be used for Activity I are

lvt,,J and Filmstrip Fire and Fuel

Yu:. te;,LooK EPS p.

t ,:nd Heat

ti Perform !Ale loGnv. on oxygen and rate of

wp of page 67 of your textbook EPS.

;:oacluion; :J ow oxygn ef:ect the rate of horning.

Study the diagram at the bottom of p. /3 your textbook summarize

what it is used to represent.

Make a similar drawing to represent conditions which would probably

occur if.

(a) Perfectly dry wood is burned

(b) If very damp wood is burned.

State your conclusion Which produces moro useful heat

(a) nearly dry wood

(b) perfectly dry wood

(c) very damp wood

Explain your answer

1(1



Activity IV IA,
BEST COPY

9. State the names of two units used to measure heat.

1.
2.

(b) Which of the units for measuring heat is used in the

English speaking coutries?

The metric System?

(.) What du tha abbreviation BTU mean?

Activity v to

7.-answer; rerform the following elq.eriment and answer the

st.;ted within.

UNEfAY TRAICFLR LXPERtME:% I

rc qays in wnich potohtial energy can be converted to

1;14.!,. ea2 ji. The mos. familiar source of energy is the food

'Ctti !t1 invest iyation you will provide the source of

ener,y. 'four muscles will convert some of the potential

.1f ::flsoz4 irr thii! fosd hay: eaten into kinetic energy -

enPvy a fwt:on. Yea will observe the effect of transferring

to a sample 0 water.

1. Pour 20 ml or water into each of 2 gib :s jars. Record the water

temperatures.

2. Tighten the lids on the jars. Wrap both jars in newspaper, as

shown. When you are finished the jars will be wrapped in at

least eight thicknesses of paper. The paper will act as a heat

insuldtor..

3. Shake one jar vigorously (t+hout 4 times per second) for four

minutes. Members of the team may take turns doing this so

chat the shaking continues at a rapid pace. In shaking the

jar, move it less than 2 inches, sack and forth. 06 not

shake the second jar.

4. Unwrap the jars. Remove the 1 i4s and iic:E.;.1 record the temperature

of the water in each.

A. Calculate the temperature chang,! (if ,ny) in each jar, and

record in your data book. The onit w4sJring heat energy

11



mpel.
oczli toden i t't a

is the calorie. eine calorie is thp o.00it of heat energy required
to raise the temperature or 1 gram OT watt!. 14C. How many calories
were gained by the water iu each j41?

B. Using the kinetic theori of heat, F)yl,tin any temperature changes
that you observed.

C. If 1 gram of water cooled from its bniling temperature (at sea
level) to freezing, how man,;. culor;t: ..ere lost by the water?

VLJA ti:at Storage

Perform the: i'ol!owing experiment and ansiic the question within.
Stap tr t..heor of heat.

. 1 :flORP.Cic YPF% I " ! 11

44ter can siNl h2at Otilcr es w,.01 as metals, can
en . Eut di:f,rept have different

torola. th:s lovestigatioo you will coopave
(.6a:ity of eqdi Nnts of water and a metal.

(lty7:1; 7Jlis voich has the greater heat
cdtayt.) metal me 'Att.:).

?t,tli :,T.yrofoem cups A enc. V. Pour 4U ml of tap water into

Jiog it alana, +ind thP 4eight of the metal to the nearest
gram. Tie a 10 inch length of tet7eii to the metal. Weigh out
an amount of tap water ecrill to th,t weight of the metal.

3. Place the metal cbjec.. acid water from procedure 2 in a beaker,
and heat to about 80IJC. (Allow th:. thre3d attached to the metal
to hand over the edge of the be6,4(0..)

.c

110.
.

4. When the tcmperatie thc.: transfer
the Tet41 to Cup A :.nd pour '.ha e.,up R. Stir
tha contents of both a7._.ns fc.r c: 1.,r ..ecord the
water temparatura cud

A. Which contains more heat e.;..to is i.is .,_ 4, .C, or an equal
weight of water 4J. &T.%

B. Using rare iinctic tt.e3e..- -,. m ... P: -1 le4rned about
Oe structurr: and behc-4.,r .)c --t,.,.. ,i 1 qr answer to
question A.

2



ActIvittly l A Heat Transfnr BEST CCM Altir 1111.r.

Perform the follwitig experiment 40 010..vor OIL tocstiorrie dru
stated within.

Classify the following tw) e i hojt tron,f-.

1. Connection 2. Radiation A. COINUCCinn

State the meaning For the ty;e t.o.s.fer you name.

HEAT TEANSFU EXt, tIVLUT 111

1. Get a We rod 1/I.; to 1/4 io (1-.6awlor ants i foot. or more

onu, 1..lori ft A.t -ne Olt it; d hurizuntdi po5,ltiun.

4. d nodia t,. fAr .(6i an:

3

th..4.41 b; means ut

harp6r0
Vim coih the,v11W.ers c:1 t1.

It Oth your 'Old f% i.ot a quod idea.
of PVCA!iill CI CG1:111!,. W14.

dX j i ,191;' el 0% ih;c1,,als alrovj th..1 !fetal rod. As

..c6n 01 IMU, At.. E; n: th;. L, It!.' , qi-en hip macho the
ff,40q:, po).. pio, the chip Hy oosvrvinu thri WAX chips
molt.11c, /on 41 idaa of to;:_ Mh of heat along the

4, See now iony it tiiko for each cillp of vf:1 t,*. 11..alt. How
cra,1 in tnis rob Y yoJ think

that ledt. trav,is :tt the same rata of speed in ill kinds of
metal? How would yuu test ik?

5. Now Is che etdl rod? Huo y6u thh, uA?

You ha..e seen Char heat travels chioii ,V es it also travai

through air? Liquid? Which kiiit r,t rii.! trial copi!i;cts heat st?

How could yoL. find out?

Design some (xpertients to 4,1-wer tvest. nd ;.rite them up
in your data book.

. t. .

'

;.esage.W601000"."44\

15.008\\

or. lee I ;7:7' .rw



BEST COrY rilMJIBLF
ktiv.i.k..LA (cont.)

(a) Obserie and summarize the ;i 10Jt

pass in your summaries for evJta..ion.

(b) Study the chart in the science eo.ortment.

1. Fuels

2. deat

Summarize the in.;'ormatirt, which is and Loa chart about

the abt.ic Loh,

rc,tiv..1 VII! 1 A fikmi (1:c1L;L, cif t,t

',,tliform the! 1,-,116fiw dnd 010 questions Ltated within.

. I t X P : T IV

ln a swill beakew over a candle flame.
toNeeatio ;c:cunCIS until the temperature

vo

, fle osiig '40 gr(1115 of ctl.:i,ing oil. Keep
;-....)!1::; as c.-1.:Annt as possiie; for example, the

4fet. of or.: i.and;L, tne size 0: the container, and the dis
tance Ufltween thy: '1;.A and cntainer.

3. MaKe a graph of Lt:e results of thu e;,perinc.nt. plotting the time
and temperature 65 STwr on the back of this rat d.

Ater

1. t.:(11000 of heat
nceiLd to airie the
tulnpore.tpe of one grain
of oil. l'C' P7xplain.

4. tAimport; tie cimei naded
Lr, thia caul oil
t'bd rviro,:x degrees

oil ( .ing rte Cot!ing ratio:

11,-(10 r.. heat oil 200C

Lc nnt water 20 °Cter
'at rijo tell vou

e :icat..-.,..1-1(ities of

%El szi

C. The heat capacity of w4ter is ; ! fjf ;11 cacu degree.
whit is the ce4.ac;ty f.f



Heating vurves water A oil

20

if

10

BEST COPY PartagLE

D. Determine the heat capacity
01 other liquids using the
:WI& method described here.

E. Is the heat capacity of a
desert the same as that of
land near a lake? Explain.

time
Art4 Nib IX__ IA Steam Turbines

Pereorm tle following experiment and ans.:ar th questions stated

." 1 n:t f vil ether ufns for tic)t.

fXPERIMENTV
1. , the : ecttori out Jf fin aluminum pie plate. Mark off 20 - 30

sprzi,.1 points aroun! the circumference of the disk.
t,1; nips ro make ',UtS 2 c..1 long 1.1..1.18 the radii at these

tweezora !..o twist each vane in the same

Inis is the rotatico part of the turbine.

Z. Draci a piece of glass tubing into
a sort of nozzle and bend another
piece of tubing. Put the 2 pieces
of g4ss tvning in a rubber stopper
and fit it on a flask that is about
half full of water.

S. Nail tne disk to a wooden ro.;
clamp this to e ring stand.

4. Heat the water in the flask and
the turbine is ready for action.

A. What can a steam turbine be used for?

B. Gasoline engines make use of th.i pressures prudik-el when gases

are heated. Gasoline is iunited inside the ?njihes, heating
air and other gases to a very high emper,l,t ire fcrces

thus produced are used to drive lawh mowers, D07.tS, autrmo-
biles, and airplanes. Ay are gasoline engines wiled internal-
combustion engines?

5. Study one of the small engines vsed f m.,161 .tapes. Locate

the fuel tank. Trace the path of ...tv! flta! fro,: t. ,k into the

engine. Find the place where the ft!,.i wi oefore
15



entering the engine.

C. Can the flow of gasoline: be 4.7t.;1

BEST cory

:atcfri If ix, ilo0

D. List other ways in which you use your :mowl:,ige o heat
Ex. refrigetion - how does it work?

airconditioning how dons it wor0
thermos bottles - how do they vun'k?
solar heating - how does it work?
etc.

16



Self Evaluation BEST COPY AMAMI

1. Define the following terms.

1. fire

2. kindling temperature

3. combustion

4. slow oxidation

rid oxidaCon

2. Nal:e the three basic ingredients ucessary before a fire will
start.

. 2. 3.

S. tow tivt.:, oxygen affect the rate cf burning?

4. From which would you most likely get the most useful heat.

1. di.:4;, wood

2. perfect4y dry wood

3. nearly dry wood_

5. Nome and define two units used to measure heat.

1.

2.

6. Name three methods of heat transfer and state which one was
observed in experiment III.

7. When experiment I Energy transfer ws performed there any
change in temperature?

8. Does water and metal have the sa4le heat starting ...opacities?

Explain.

9. Does water and oil hive the f,Ilit! fleat

1/



Self Evaluation (cont.)

10. How long does it take to heat wat . to 20°0.

Oil? Conclusion?

11. What is a steam turbine?

12. List five uses for heat.

1.

3.

5.

2.

4

BEST COPY All.M11311



411

BEST COPY IIIMILTLE
Advance Study

1. Prepare a report on the methods used for detecting and fighting

forest fires.

2. Make a model soda acid fire extinglisher as shown at the left,

in the mid6le of paye 'a EPS. DcwontArdid hwi it operates to

thy. class.

J. Make a chart deal iug with fire sd101,;.

1..(1..)4t. one of the elements from piqe 59 CPS. Find out all you

can about it and report to tno

t. t.0:,onstrdte Wm to mike a foam type eAtinguisher. You will

find the materials needed and the procedure to use on the

bottom of page 79 in the EPS book.

19



Section 3 Neat dnd Its Effects

CCPY itr" "

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE

After completing the following activitity, yri %ill be able to

observe and state some of the effects of

ACTIVITIES - Beat and Tempeitueu

1. Perform the following experiment dnd an5lw the questions stated.

HEAT AND TEMPERAT4RE EXPERIME I

1 Lab..1 the styrofnam cuts A. h, and C. to;,.6)Lit 40 grams of ice

a;°.1 4C) grams .f culd w.avr toto.r.d:r

Weiah cups A aed 9% kecom the? ti.;ht- 'd your data book.

3 . v; ot to wAter intu . IleaLer, and feat to boiling.

.10,'r is ,m4zing, complete procedures 4, 5, and 6.
,L.:rt% to Lail, torn ..*.tf rieat and set the

oo ror .J.e in proceours 7 and 8.

4, JI!! 1.; 7lom5. of from the ke and -watt r mixture into

;4.:^ A.

cup B on the balance, and ida about 26 grams of ice.
the amount added Sild be weigi;t:d as accJrately as possible.
Record the weiOt 6f the ice in your da,, Pour water
from tne i::e-an,;-water mixttwe into cup wicil there is a
total of 40 grow. f ice and wat.c.r in cur 6.

6. liet;ord the temperature of the cont.:.uts 4Lh

IMININ. IMM 0 aio a.1

7. Wrap a foldA paper tuwel aroutli &t,1 6.r o! hilt Ater so
you can pick it up without hurnin? VGL'" 40 ml of

hot water into a graduateu der, au; oi..cc
in th(: water. Nheri thv tcmpt-'ceure ';:°L, pour
th water into cup A. Stir the oix'..xt 4.-o% s ror several

seconds with d spowl r iii ,;r'( J. toriper. ture

of the mixture in your d..ta took.

8. rout' another 40 mi of but Water lOtt. .;!.rtd

When it has cooled 1.o oou .in c:Ir, ;t

the mixture caetfuily. A: 'uon as i,
measure the tervevalure of e-fx,u1 in yar
dat!. book.



r:ZnrCfr'i'MP21.E

A. Compare the final temperatures in cops A and D. Why are. they
.

different?

5. Remember that three pii(n.!s o° mitar ,;(= s,!tu,t., liquids, and
gases. Predict what would holiest to Ow te..0erature of killing
water if you added heat energy to it.

C. In procedure 7, how many cAlories of heJt wit.0 )(At toe hot
water as it cooled from 60u to the final tempedtlire of the
mixture? How many calories weie gained 4 the watery in cup A?

U. In procedure how many calorie t Wettl 40:t bl the hot water
,Ifter it waz puLred into chp Kt How rmoly ce!;,lie6 were gained

the mixt4ee Cup 6?

iffects of Cunilanatio

Ai i. t tx.
; fur bringing

yod- %ls; tAperiment.)

r.

; .ixperime!,t.

;.. ILA LY.PERIMiLtIT

clpfi4; of ',ate( 10:.0 4 clean gdlluo can like that

4. iumic rho open can until a cloiq ,appears above the opening,

3. R:ao,e the cdn from the l. eat, screw the tol. tigUly, and
t.)ul the can. Watt.:, dr; the can coels,

(kefzfeace pdv. 130 PS)

Its. 1.11116.H",..'4° %a.' =

CSE-31:17.1

.'Jiling .0eer inside. the ce,-. pruo!,..i. wt- .

,

f "1, n1,.
vdco; rocces ow. h-,..ich -f t%:. :.;,. 10.ide i ... . t.' iti
is sealed and cooLA, ti-it 4..,!f. ..,,.-,...), (J).: , ,. ,.,, , t ; t.i
wa;.er.

Li;rue0atimi C44 :).-G Whu.
itS in stov.-1

dli prcsf,!!r....

the (.411:
Is



---- Activity 3 Neat and Volans
BEST Uri L't,':11Lri:LE

Perform the following experiment and answer the questions stated with's.

HEAT AND VOLUME EXPERIMENT

1. Insert the glass tubing into the hole of the stopper so the

tubing will extend about halfway into the flask when the

stopper is in position.

2. Pui a drop of water in the glass tubing and let it move down

tne timing until it near the top of the stopper. Stop the

drup by placiN !! finger over the top end of the tubing. Keep

:i.;;ec on the tubing, aid seal the fidLk with the stopper.

the ixsition of the driv ty shing down or pulling up

vn the stopper, so thAr the bottwo of the chop is slightly

ct"pper

3. '.(::"on.e aad record the

distance between the

water 1 ave4 trip of the stopper and

the drop.

4. Wrap your hands around
the flask for several

seconds. Measure and

second any change in

the position of the
water drop.

v. slow tht? water droplet out of the glass tube. Remove the

stoppe,r and fill the flask to the brim with water. Insert

the .sLopper into the flask, allowing excess water to spill

out. Pusn the stoper down until the level of the water

in the glass tube is about 20 cm af:ovl the top of the

stepper. The stopper should fit fir ly in. place.

6. Measure and record the height of the water above the stopper.

7. 'direr) your hands aroun the flask and hold for one minute.

Then quickly measure the height of the water, column. Record

any change in your data book.

8. i2sing a hot plate, gently heat the flask of water for several

seconds. Again measure and record change in the height of

the water column

A. In pi'oredure 4, what oias respo5sible io Lne mol.(..i.efit of the

water drop?

B. Compare the movement of ole leup i vroLciure 4 with the

movemert of the water column in picicfiddy.,:s 7 unA 8.

C. For what other purpose might 701. Labf! aoLi fiesk

apparatus?

Reference: Modern Nysical p.

22



1.7ST CC:'?
Activity 4

Perform the following experiment anu answer toe questions stated
within.

EXPANSION OF SOLIDS EXPERIMENT
1. With the apparatus shown you can compare the expansion of different

metal wires.

2. Two wooden blocks are clamped to solid tables about 10 feet apart.
The wire to be tested is stretched between nails in the blocks.

3. A double thickness of strong rubber bano is st;etched between
a washer at the end of the wire and a nail in one of the blocks.

0,bber band shoald t o stretcoeu 11;.wsi; to its greatest
1L11th.

4. TA soda stra'd which pivots
ac a point close to the
masher, will move a large
distance for every small
movement of the waTher.
Thus the chanja in the

.....lenciudela wire is%.0401,

greatly magnified.

5. Hold several burning candles under the wire and use a rule
measure the change in position of the tip of the soda straw.

6. Remove the candles and observe what. happens to the end of the
soda straw.

7. Test other kinds of metal wires in the same way. All the wires
must have the same length for accurate covarisons.

8. What can you conclude from this investigdLion? Hoa couid you
apply this information in yuur daily life?

(Reference Modern Physical ScienL. 253-Y:m.

4:r



lisibc110 Color and Neat
BEST C1371 AVAILABLE

Perform the following experiment and ansvc ihe questions stated

within.

COLOR AND HEAT EXPERIMENT

1. Pour 100 ml of water into each. can.

2. Place a thermometer in each can and rocurd the temperatures.

3. Place the cans 10 cm from the center (1 tn! light bulb, on

opposite sides of the hulb.

4. ivicie yotr:i team into 2 groups. Fach gro'ip is responsible for
rading ;Ind rocording temperatures in ona of the cans. Readings

snould be made at the sane tin,,!s ..p;. Turn on the

aod recurd the tempera.tiire of i.e .atee in each can every

3 ;:iini:tes. 104111,0Z.:144, I 1 ; ..!: .1 5:

) -'.eatet. .e....1
-...jostaa..1 '1.ve

firmimaamos7a::rk

114...* ..(

f.--....aitdiiinragbell4Or

t

Continue the reaJ;rigs until there is Cto change I.i temperatures

for three consecutive readings, or ectil thirty minutes have
elapsed.

A. How ao the final temperatures in the 2 cans compare?

B. What does the rate of temperature chAngf.i in each can indicate
about the rate at which heat rimed into the water?

C. Did heat leave the water? How mould y:u tell?

D. From the position of each can in relation to the heat source,
what can you say about the rate at which heat was reaching
the cans?

E. Can you use the kinetic theory of heat to r.:xp:.!, the results
of this experiment?

F. Explain why many people who live in hoc, (..;);r th

country prefer whit::. or other light-c'oeeL: i,-,1t19 i :.teed

of black cicthing?

G. What color roof;ry should yo., pot
a cold climate and want to -:ohs,!

iou in



HIST can AVIWOL

Self Evaluation

1. flame the three phases of matter .

1.

2.

3.

2. Classify the following phases of water as solid, liquid or gas.

. cup of drinICIA water

2, ice

Me

. 116 umillirou

4. steem

3. wow t-N1 4.:!11.A.Itraic %ow ::illov.;et. )f wflt way bc gained
LA.

y:Jined?

Il
- .4. 4. - em

4 :,!1.1r! caused the can to crish in the "Effcct:- of
eApet.iment.

5. 1,1 pros:ure outside the A.an to tne pressure inside?

. Explain how bLdt effects the %olu:10 cf: 1. sol)ds

2. liquiOs 3. tpl:11:i

1. How does heat affect the lengt,h of w en? Wi;1 the ;frer
expand or contract?)

8. Will different kinds of wire exoard 6 ot tht sane
an:ount under the same amount of hu."-

9. ErA0 ;..in the expanding of wi rz and ,lpf:! in 0;aily life?



Self Evaluation( Cont.) BEST COPY AVAILABLE

W. Why do they leave space between the rails on a railroad track?

Why do many people who live in hot sunny parts of the country
prefer white clothing and other light colored clothing than
black?

w:J; ulov ono Ong shuuld you puc on ym.n, house if you live

climata and want to conserve heat?

r-3:14-



epr (-1. ennv rftly r1 :ila;;WataLL,

Advance Study

1. Make a display which shows several different effects of heat.

(You may use pictures from magazines, newspapers, pamph1ets

or real objects.)

2. Make a report on heat and its effecti and in your report

include these terms.

1. temperature 7. steam tdrbine
2. evaporation 8. expansion
3. condensation 9. contrAe.tioh
1. cfmducz.ion 10. kindling temperature
`3. convection 11. calr,rie
S. radiation 12. h;..,

3, ake 4i chart which displays the adwiiitages and the disadvantages

of meta!s.

J d v4ich 4isplays tilt: kindling temperature for some

ma tzr als

J. Mah N whitfth displays the rate at which different

materials expand per degree centigrade.( Reference p. 235 MPS) (Linear Expansion)

6. Make a poster which displays the amount of heat needed to raise

the temperature of some common substances per degree centigrade

and fahrenneit. ( Specific Heats) reference p. 258 Mudern Physical

Science.

7. Find out what is meant by.

1. Heat of fusion 2. Heat or varrization

Make a chart which explains the two above conc4t5.

8. Make a report which includes the names of goo es conductors

and some poor conductors of heat.

2;
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RATIONALE

We live at the bottom of an air mass many miles

thick. This air is pulled downward by gravity and

presses against ail objects wit0n it.

We rarely notice thfl great weight of the atmos-

phere pressures wit;i:n our boi.-1 aro nicely balanced

60i0$t those from outside. Wy when we climb or

cap up Sf11Iuer,ly, as in elevators rj we feel pressure

char get against our eaArums.

However, the weight of the atmcsphere influences

uue iives in countless wayE, oroducing winds and

storms, helping us breathe and drink, and operating

hundreds of devices ranging fruid medicine droppers to

automobile engines. We rarely escape from the effects

of the huge mass of air abov4 u;.

2
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SECT ION I

AtmoselleriEltessure:

It is difficult to study atmospheric pressure directly because air

cannot be seen and is not often felt. Indirect approaches must be used.

1.dying the effects of atmospheric pressure upon other things.

In this section you will learn some of the of of atmospheric

pressure.

Oa.. . VA n num.. .

,'e:yd page i 5 in iour studying the diagram
4t thu iSottom firt the page, yral a.:.h to differentiate

As C relat:J balank.ad and unbalanced

the 6ossary of youi. t:ril-ook and the dictionaries
be provided oy your ltislru.!o and defining the terms

Jder antivitits for Srlct on fou will be able to
n exercise tint: the proper usage of these

1,:ompietion c.;ercise) v!(:i.shect, Progress, and on LAP

After observing the demonstiatiol! J11 the effects of upward and
dehnward (page 117 of your textbook), you will he able to explain
why a card will stay in piece on an inverted glass of water in
terms of water pressure and atmospheric pressure. You will explain
this on the Progress Test and on the LAP TEST. (Write up procedure
during demonstraton).

4. it.4ter reading page 118 in tau.. 1 -c.;!xtbooN, you will be able to
explain the rile pressure play, in causing liquie's to rise in a
straw. You will be required to zncrilain this on the Progress and
:AP TEST.

5. Observe the demonstration on 61-10;a Soda Straw Woks." Write up
procedures and conclusion durin,j the demonstration.

6. After readin; page 119 in your toAtbook, you will be required to
identify the purpose of demoil;tr3tion on page 119 of your text-
book A, R, C, and D.

You will be required to matL, the purpose of the demonstration
with the diagram illustc,ting deri4;ristr'atioil on the Progress
Test and on tha LAP TEST.



ACTIVITIES I

1. Read pages 114-120 in your textbook.

BEST COPY MIME

2. Differentiate between balanced and unbalanced pressure.

3. Define the following terms:

a. atmospheric pressure

b. suction

vacuum

d. siphon

e. pressure

0

,ir pump

4,

cciwesscr

?.cuom pump

cond2nsation

1. air cut rent

m. streamlined

n. molecular theory

4. Observe demonstration on the effect.; of upward and downward pressure.
Record nc;.es - page 115 - EPS.

5. Pead page 118 in your textbook. 'Write down an understandable
explanation of how pressure affects liquids rising in a straw.

6. Observe the demonstration on how a soda straw works: (Write up.
procedures and conclusion.)

7. Read page 119 in your textbook give the purpose for each demonstra-_
lion.

8. Perfrei the Experiments enciGsed 1. A battle of Air Pressure anl
2. An Effect of Air Pressur?. Mlke .;et:1 you understand the
principles involved in edch of 1.1. r :,oliments you will be
required to identify the prirciT2ic .);1 tne LAP TEST.



BEST COPY AVAILABLE

EXPERIMENT I

A Battle of Air Pressure

STUDENT DEMONSTRATION

Did you ever try to blow up a ballon? It's easy, isn't it? Did

you every try to blow up a balloon inside a bottl' That's not so easy.

Try it.

gold a balloon so that it is haNping~. the cad of an empty soda

3e don.t 85:0 t)iluon into the bottle.

Nov. , , .,den end oF the Lalloun cl.er thy: moun of the bottle,

'r te balloon. Blow harder: is no use! No matter how

..110 I. ,"LI must jet tho b111,,on to expand.

rJc.l!okvi Uecause, co, it starts to expand, some-

. u!...4e,e6te,; happm, the expanding bailoon squeezes the air in the

bottle into a smaller space. As the air is squeezed, it "fights back,"

and you just can't squee2c it anymore. Su the balloon can't be blown up

any more.



Experiment II BEST COPY AVALIGLE

An Effect of Air Pressure

Student Demonstration

For this experiment, you will need two apples and two

pieces of string, each about two feet long. Carefully tie

each string around the stem of an apple. Hang the two appl:Ja

from a towel rack so that they are about an inch apart. If

you do not have a towel rack, you can hold the two strings in

your two hands so that the apples /lane, down; about an inch

apart

Uow blow very hard between the two apples. They will come

.:6her and bump.

That stream of air you blow betweea the apples the air

pressure between them to lesion. The air pressure on the

outer sides of the two apples will now be stronger than the,

air pressure between them. This will push the two apples

together and that's just what happens.

You could do the same experiment using two pingpong

You should use adhesive tape or scotch tape to attach the

strings to the ping-pong balls.

6



SELF-EVALUATION QUIZ I

1. Briefly define the following terms:

a. pressure

b. atmospheric pressure

c. compressor

d. vacuum

e. VaCUUM pump

air pap

2. E' lain how you can perform the following activities:

Increase the pressure inside a balloon

b. Decrease the pressure inside a balloon

3. What is the difference between an

a. inflated balloon

deflated balloon

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

4. What happens to a balloon when you decrease the pressure outside
the balloon?

5. What happens if you decrease the pressure inside and outside the
balloon at the same time?

7



$01.VALUATION I (cost') .

6. What happens if you increase the pressure inside and outside the
balloon at the same time?

7. Turn to page 115 in your textbook and explain what is happening in
the following diagrams:

a.

c.

ulassify the following diagrams as being examples of (Balanced or
Unbdlanced pressure).

u.

c.

9. What happens to the level of water when the air pressure is increased
inside the bottle? (Diagram B)

10. What happens to the level of water whin the air pressure is decreased
inside the bottle? (Diagram C)

11. lurn to page 117 in your textbook, explain the purpose of the diagram.

If we actually performed the experiment would the card most likely fall
off as indicated in the top or the bottom diagram? Explain.

8



SELF-EVALUATION I (cont')
liESI Con AulL,

12. Turn to page 118 in. your textbook. Observe the diagram at the
bottm of the page. If you were drinking out of a straw as indicated

. with one hole close, explain what would most likely happen. And why?

.44% it 2;ou were drinking out of a straw as indicated with one hole open,
Ixplain what would most likely happal und why.

14. Turn to page 119 in your textbook. Explain what is happening in the
following diagrams.

a.

b.

c.

d.

15. What is the general purpos? for each of the above demonstrations.

9



ADVANCED STUDY

1. Write a report on Section I. (No less

than 2 pages and use two or more ref-

erences) on the topic "Atmespheric

Pressure."

2. Make a poster which will display either

of the following topics;

a. Balanced and/or Unbalanced Pressures

b. Upward and Downward (Balanced or

Unbalanced Pressure)

C. Pressure and the Soda Straw

3. Prepare an exhibit of common. devices that

make use of atmospheric pressure.

4. Turn to page 142 in your textbook and

observe the diagram to the left at the

top of page 142. Setup the "Fountain

in a Bottle" apparatus shown. Fill the

1
bottle about 5 full of water and raise

it to the positiod shown. Ink or food

coloring in the water makes the action

clear.

10



Section 2

Using Atmospheric Pressure

Introduction

BEST COPY twin' "tr

The pressure of the atmospher plays a bigger part in our lives
than most people realize. It makes breathing possible and helps.
US drink liquids. Atmospheric Pressure is also used in the opera-
tion of a large number of important devices ranging from fountain
pens to automobiles.

Behavioral 11Wctivem:

i. After reading tho igltmauc4n to this section aLl
page 120-1L5e, you will bL) 6:i1 e to list at least ti
devices that operates -4.1t;. balp of atmospheric
pressure. Elumpie---mdi.:. thopper.

!oll are required to learn at least four of these.
You will list four en tho LAP and Progress Test.

2. In ovder that you will learn how atmospheric pressure
aide in the operation of some familiar devices;

cae of the frAloilig topics and write a two
page, r4port on how it ororates in relation to atmos-
pheric presanre.
1. modicine dropper p. 120 in textbook

2. vacuum cleaner p. 202 World Book Encyclopedia and
p. 121 of textbook

3. siphon p. 395 World Book Encyclopedia and pF.122-
123 in textbook

4. Plumber's plunger pp. 124-125 in textbook.

You will be evaluated upon content, your understanding of,
and the presentation of your report.

3. After reading page 120-125 in your textbook; observing
the following demonstratiohs; making a write-up of
procedures used and lIsLening to a lecture which will
be given by your instructor-, you will be able to identify
the principles of the fcllowing demonstrations.
1; Pressure changes within a medicine dropper
2. Experimenting with a niphon
3. LiftIng with atmospheric pressure
4. Measuring Rate of Flow
You will be required to identify the basic idea involved on
the LAP arcs /or Progress Test.

4. After you construct a poster displaying four common uses
of atmospheric pressure, r)u will become aware of some
everyday common uses of atmospheric. pressilre.
Your poster will be 6valoa,3d on neness, content,
ideas displayed; and presentation.

11



ACTIVITIES II BEST COPY OMIT!!!

11110110
1. Read the introduction to Section II and pag's 120-127 in the

EPS Textbook.

2. List the names of 8 devices that operates with the help of

atmospheric pressure. Learn the names of four of these devices.

3. Prepare a report on one of the topics listed under section II

f,ehavioral Objective

3. Observe the demonstrations listed finder Section II Objective

#j. Write up procedure used and 0.dke sure you understand the

0-

0

ba:AL idea.; involved.

Lon3trucl. a poster displaying four common applications of

atmosperic pressure.

6. i'itpare 0 write-up of how the following devices operate in

rulatlon 0 atmospheric pressure.

a. siphon

b. medicine dropper

c. vacuum cleaner

d. battery tester

e. suction cups

7. Experiments or demonstrations:

a. Medicine dropper - page 120. EPS.

b. Experimenting with a Siphon. page 122. EPS.

c. Measuring Rate of Flow. page 122. EPS.

d. Explaining a Siphon. page 123, EPS.

12
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Experiment III

Air Pressure at Work Student Demonstration

There are many experiments that you call "tricks"

because.you are surprised at what happens. Well; Ulan, here

is another trick to surprise you!!

Get a funnel. Drop a dime into the funnel, it will settle

at the bottom. Hold the funnel near your mouth and blow hard

along the inner side of the funnel. The dime will stay right

whc,2Q you dropped it, no matter how hard you blow.

Zo far, you 're no surprised. But h(:r comes the tricky part!!

Hula Icx:c over the bottom opening of the funnel. Then

'tee' ai...;a the inner side of it just as you did before. This

. tY.is dime Jill rise .up as you blows, and it may even jump

cut; of this

:AL:, did f v happen?? ItIs a very simple matter of air

pressure. When you covered the bottom of the funnel and blew

into it, the air stayed in the stem of the funnel. So there

was actually more air in the stem of the funnel than there

would be normally. This extra air increased the air pressure

and extra air pressure pushed the dime upward!

13
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Section 3

Changing Air Pvc,.:

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

When additional air is squeezed into a space, the pressure
increases. When air is removed from a space, the pressure de-
creases. Air pressure can also be changed by changing the size
of the container. If-the container is made smaller without air
escaping, the pressure increases. If the container is made
larger without air entering, the pressure decreases.

Behavioral Objectives:

1. After reading page 127-128 of your textbook, you wi)
be able to identify the pats and how tho parts o,(Jrato
in a bicycle pump. You will be to defin,1 thc
term "compressor" and tell what it is generally used for.

You All bs able to defirv: term "vacuum pump" an(-1
list sone of its common uses.

will be rloquired to perform each of these activi-
ttes on the Abogress and the LAP Test.

Aftev reading pages 1 28 -129 and observing the following
dtmonstl.ations: (a) Heat and Cooling Air

(b) Egg-in-a-Bottle Trick
* (c) Low Pressure by. Condensation

You will be able to explain in writing the effects of
heating and cooling on the pressure of air. You will
be required to write this explanation on the Progress
and/or LAP TEST.

3. After reading pages 132-135 in your textbook and studying
each illustration, you will be able to briefly explain
the following topics:

(1) The Effects of slowing down .air.

(2) The Operation of an Electric fan in relation to air
pressure.

(3) The Effects of Speeding up Air.

14
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(4) Pressure on Airplane wings (perform experiment
illustrated) (page 134)

(5) Measuring the Lifting Force.

(6) Clanging the lifting force.

:) around propellors.

You will be evaluated upon your ability to participate
in a discw sion on those topics and on the Progress and/or LAP TEST.

4. After reading page 136 in your textbook, you will be
able to list the trends of movement of air. After
parforming the experimcnt listed on page 136, under
"Studying Air Currents'', you will be able to explain
by observation of the candle flame which way the air
moves. This observation will be recorded in your notes.

5. After reading page 137 in your textbook, you will ba
able to define the term "streamlining" and list the
significance of objects which travel at high speeds
being streamlined.

Definition for ":streamlining''.

Significance of an object being st.reamliaod

Ndme some cbJecLs which can b3 clas,ed as streamlined,

1.
3.

2.



BEST COPY AIIIVOLE
You will be required to pArform the above activities
on the LAP and Progress Teat.

6. After reading pages 138-139 in your textbooks you
will be able to verbally explain to me why it is
possible for odors to spread throughout a room when
the air in the room is not moving.

Explanation:

oJqblIsa io write this i_.1,0"3aaation on the

A 41, 4r,o. 5nc:ulc ,:;s.isul.t, the World Book Ficiclopedia,
11.1 t.afcrrtry about Che'71FAiratiornr.

;Ht-3-,\I., of you r Tlnaines and present them to the

.2i.c..a..(:)a on the topic "Compositiona f. 1. be avaluated upon your verbal reci-
",

Attar reading pee-,e 138 of your textbook and performing
the experiNunt under the topic "Motion of Molecules",you will be aba.a to explain why the odor of perfumeand other odorous subs taacos will spread throughout
a room.

Why? EAplain.

State in writing the molecula- theory;

16
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On the LAP and Progress Tests you will be required to
be able to explain some everyday applications or
examples of motions of molecules of air. List several
examples here for evaluation:

(1)

(2)

(3)

(1.)

8. After reading page 139 in your textbook and performing
experiment listed under the topic 'Molecules in Moving
Air", you will be able to explain in writing what happens
in relation to producing high and low pressure in terms
of:

Molecules

9. Perform the experiment - "The Power of Air Pressure."

10. Turn to page 144 in your textbook and answer questions 1-11.

(Pass in your answers for evaluation). (Review Questions.)

11. Turn to page 144 in your textbook and answer questions 1-4

(thought questions) pass in your answers.



ex Copy AVAILABLE

*Perform this experiment on "The Power of Air Pressure"

Get a can, one like paint or varnish comes in, with a small

cap that screws on (See your teacher) make sure the can is empty.

Unscrew the cap, and pour in about a half a cup of water. Leave

the top off. Heat the can over the hot plate until you see a

lot of stear coming out of the opening at the top of the can.

WHo a pot holder or a towel, take the can off the hut plate

it in the sink. Screw the top on tight. Turn on the

4o1d 4:-.ter faucet, and let the cold lesder cun over the can.

can will start to eaae noises as if it is

WiLain ia minute or two, the can will collapse.

.planatl.:Jh; When you screw the top on tht can, there is

in it ex:.:epi, water acid. steam. Then when you pour the

::;e can, the steam is cooled and it changes to

water. This leaves an empty space in the can, where the steam

was. So there will be lowered pressure inside the can.

The air pressure outside is now much stronger than the

pressure inside the can. The result-- the air from outside

just squashes the can!

After performing and observing this experiment and studying

the explanation, you will be required to be able to list the

basic principles involved.

18



SELF-EVALUATION II

I. Differentiate between an air pomp and a vacuum pump.

2. WI. ch of the above state pumps would you use to pump up a bicycle
tire? Why?

PfiTY ;Offilf, 44511

3, Wiz s cii :11 the above,stated pumps would you use to remove air from an

is the type of air puwp used for raising the
pees:iuec! 3Ir.

5, When you heat an empty can, what happens to the air inside the can?

6. When the above stated can cools what happens?

7. Explain what happened and why with the Egg in a Bottle Yrick.

8. What happened to the balloon on the to of the bottle on page 130
of your textbook as the steam began to cmdeilse?
Why?

amu, ... .

19



SELF-EVALUATION II (cant') BEST COPY traitZU

9. What happened to the can on the bottom of page 130 as the steam
began to condense inside? .Why?

10. Under normal conditions, does slowing down air against a surface
(increase or decrease pressure?

11. Under normal conditions does speeding. up air (increase or decrease)
elessure?

12, the tup twu oiSijrams on page 133, Sut;:e what is going to
im cuLa and why.

CASE 2

WHY

13. Explain the role air pressure above and below the wings play in lifting
an airplane off the ground.

14. What is the meaning for the following terms:

a. air currents

b. streamline

c. molecules

d. molecular theory

20



SELF-EVALUATION II (cont')
6.2

15. Which direction does air tend to move (a) from regions of high pressure
to regions of low pressure? OR (b) from regions of low pressure to
regions of high pressure?

ANS.

16. 'by is it important for an object to be streamlined in order to
trovel fast through air?

21



ADVANCED STUDY

I. Write a report entitled "The Importance of Changing

Air Pressure."

2. List five different uses for each of the following:

a. air pump

b. vacuum pump

c. compressor

3. Perform the experiments on rage 138 in EPS at home

and report your findings to class.

Staix , air pressui, and steam plays

L:p of food jars.

:.cv-:.re.1 (at least 5) devices which operates due

zo o't:J3ure exerted by moving air.

':34:4! d di,,play or o bulletin board which illustrates

C Lhat have taken place in the shape of the

wings.

7. Collect pictures of racing cars to show the development

of streamlined bodies.

3. Make a parachute (page 143 - EPS) and demonstrate the

action of this parachute.

9. Make a chart which shows the air currents around anAl

airplane wing.

tr
10. Turn to page 143 - EPS - study the diagram at the bottom

of the pasa. Set up the mystery apparatus shown at the

right. Fill the upper can with colored water. Pour a

cupful of watir into the thistle tube start it

operating. Explain what makes the water keep flowing.

22
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RATIONALE

Motion (Starting and Stoprinn)

Our world is a restless place. EI,LYvwhere

forces act to see. objects in motion .Jr bring

them to a stop.

ktually, ewir:ithing is In tion

in regard to emy fixf.d point in s'ac,. oay

think we ,:re sitting at rest in a chair, Out

Lecause of thJ eali.h's rotation we are moving

rapidly.



friction i BESTCOPYATIM:

Forces for Stortil,p and Slopping

Introduction: Our modern theory of motion stales that a force
must always act upon an ohjert to set it in mntion.
Likewise, no moving nhject slew, down t),. itself;
a force must a4ways act to slow it do.in and bring
it to a stop.

Behavioral Objectives for Section I

1. After using the dictionaries clod tie ary of your textbook,
you will increase your understanding of tNi scieWist's lan-
guage; related to the study of motion, tiy ',toting the definitions
for the terms listed under activity (1) for sulion 1, you demon-
strate that you have leeirn"d the lean; 1,y :...pioting vroiksnvawhich requires the use of these turns.

a

2. After reading page 146 in your textbook, you will be able to
stat.; (ir writing) the difference between positive and ngRa-
.!.jyi accelerations or (deceleration). You will demonstrate
thtt you reco.:,inize the difference by identifying conditions
as eittwr poiltive (acceleration) or d.:Jceleratio.

Exairple: Ide,tify the following as positive acceleration
of.dmleration.

(3) An automobile moving on a straight road goes
from 35 mph to 45 mph in 5 seconds.

(4) Your car is slowed down from 50 mph to 20 mph
in 6 seconds.

3. After listening to the lecture on accoletion, which will
be given by your teacher, and learning thf., arlpropr1at,-1
formulas, you will develop the skills needed for solving
problems related to acceleration and dece4rotion. 7o:;will te required to solve similar problems on a Progres
Test and the LAP Test.

Activities

1. Read page 145.152 in your textbook.

2. State in writing the definition tor the following terms:

a. motion h. folliw-through
b. acceleration stoyping
c. deceleration j. self-proulled
d. friction k. spec.1
e.

f.

g.

gravity
free fall

starting distance

1. v,lcrity

3. Read page 146 in your te4boot. (write) the difirenca
between (positive) accelerati and JeccierItioq



4. Take notes on lecture given on °u.eler;.tion6 by your teacher.

5. Learn these formulas and notaiiovd-

for problem on AcCeleration

a- f- Vi

..4WOMM.004.4.111

t

For erJgative Acceleration

a - Vi Vf

---t-

a = acceleration

Vf = final velocity

V. = initial velocity

t = time elapsed

6. EncIostla are,.poblems related to 61.,:eivfation and deceleration.

(a) Identify the problem as either positive 3r.celeration or as
doc4leration.

(b) Using the appropriate formula solve the problem for
the amount of acceleration ur JecPleratja.

7. Pe.lorm the following experiments - related to motion.

1. Falling Objects 2, A Force Gauge
3. Motion and Rest 4. Speed

8. Solve assigned problems related to the following concepts

1. speed
2, Distance
3. Time

3



Peri'orm the following experiment aid ahs,!r the question.. stated
within the exercise.

Falling Objects

In this investigation you will use simple equipment to test
Aristotle's theory that the rate of fall is propootionll to
weight - in other .,urds, the heavier an object is, the taster
it will fall.

BEST COY AVAiLABLE

1. Fold a sheet of paper in half. Fold the paper in half again.
Staple the four layers of paper together at the open corners.

2. Repeat this procedure using two sheets of paper.

3. Repeat this poLedule using four sheets of paper.

4. Accc,roio,Cto Aristotle's theory, of folrled papers
InohiJ tall most rapidly?

b. k:f ,he 0:.eers do you think vi!1 molit rapidly? Explain.

I .. 414. ' ,
1 ft

..........

1
bd-

4. 7. 17.."1
0 ... , .,

el% ?L 4i
..mb*

>
%4

11
11

1 11.-r

6. Hold the single folded sheet in one hand and the four folded
sheets in the other. Release both at the SWQ instant, and
determine the approximate difference, if in tim rephired
for each to fall to the floor. Repeat seve,-.1 times. Record
your obsmatioes in your data book.

7. Repoot procedure 6, using two f(ded rhrets Pnl
sheets. Record your observations.

A. Compare: the results with this prfALtion .

heginuing o;. the investigation. a opni
ment foe falling bas:Id eur

8. To determine whether the si2e of an ohjet inflenr.cA its
rate of fall. fuld the siogle Oicet of paper in h..-.1f tvl
nore times (for a total of tour folds) thi.: open

side. Then coware the rates of fall this .!1!

one folJed in half twice.

ow, ;01(L'Al

B. Doe:, size influence the rate at which (wjects toll?
Does weight influence the rate at ol.j;.rt!. 1 .11?

Do light objects fall faste: than hoay.;, .:bjccts

Record your answers.

4



Perform the following experiment and answer the questions stated
within this exercise.

. .

9.

A Force Gauge

1. Tape the force gauge
that you have made to rubber
a table or desk so that band
the rubber band, paper
clips, and cup hang paper
down along the scale clip
on -the card.

bent
2. qead the position of the clip

Iceei end of the rubber
on the scale. Be

:etre that yew. eye is
level with thu end of
he rubbee band when

tOoe ttel -eadieo.

goer deva book prepare
:eeit similer to the one

b" Y.
711

card

p6per cup
1,9!. .)Wect in the cup, and
..c.el the reeding, Add
iee,tic,1 cbjects, one at a time

tee. scale reading etch

5. Remove all objects from the cup, and check to see that the
scale reading is the same as it was when you began, If it
hae changed ycu will need to repeat orocodyre 4.

A. Calculate the change in the lent:0 of the rubber band
caused by each additional object. Record these changes
in the third column on your chert. Look fnr a pattern
in the changes.
a. What is the pattern?
b. What explanation can you gi e for the pattern?

6. Using a marble and steel ball find out how mane times heavier
the steel ball is than the marble. Would you predict that
the speed of the steel ball will change more cTidly e!ian
that of the marble if the two are falling?

number of objects scale riAdiug change in scale reading

.1
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Perform the following experiment and answer the question stated
within the experiment.

Motion and Rest

We know from experience that some kind of push is needed to make
an object move. If the object is left alone, it stays at rest.
It would appear. that the natural condition of objects is ;.est,
and that motion is achieved only with a push or a

Is rest the natural condition of an object? What are some of
the thIrrs that effect objects in motion and obJeets at re$t?
oa7 kincs. of measurements need to be made in , study 0 motion?

1. : grooved track on a level surface. GtAtly shoot e
,1 s%uel bail ilJng the teeJvi:. Observo cr4 Ocsoibe

Dees it come to rp:.t, !. cep ;40VinV?

..'noi.e the posit;on
_...

. pf the track :;) that
.- ...,

1 %, , We bill wust roll,
V .,.. .,..,. . ....... .....

.
...... ..

. /1.0111 ON..
...

cphili, Shoot the
A .. ::*.:::::::.n....go ................-

tvoll and observe its. %41- ..... A9
t rootior, Change the

.... position of the track\
% /

!... .. so th:it the ball must
r:,-11 downhill. Repeat.. -
the procedure. Record
your observations,

A. 114,;ine that the track is very long and straight. if the slope
i$ dowhils won1U you expect the angle of slope to acfect the
amount of time the ball will continue to roll? If so, how?

B 17 tN, slope of the same track is uphill, woulel you expect the
engle of slope to irfluence the amount f tim;, 1.11 ball will
contin.k.! to roll? If so, how?

C. What Lau..ls the ball to act as it does when the track is level?

D. What will happen if the ball is riled with the same force along
a !o.vel track tnat is smoother Alr.1 a level trac that 15
mighcri

E. If no farces act on the hall after the first push, ',4hat will
happen C%:i the motion of the ball? Why?

F. In your Jwn words state a theory that minht exoAin the natural
condition of an object.

G. 04hat are some of the factors that Iff p(.t t' moticm of
an auj_ct?

H. Wiid ftasumhents must be made before the .(,.!ed 0.)ving
c)joct can be expressed in numbers?

6



Speed

The term speed is part of your everyday vocabulary. We talk about
the speed of automobiles, jet dirplanes, and eveh the spet.:1 of
sound and light. This investigation will show you a method of
measuring speed.

1. Hold the steel ball egainst the starting post in track 1,
Please the bell. and determine the tfine it tilk the boll
to reach the onfi of the track. Time can be measured with
a Oick timer or a stop watch. Teamoi4k Is har(tant. It
i hc:st to lake stoleral trials, and calculate the average
, 4e kw ull trials.

2. it the: wor,cdure, using track, 2 tio.- 9h b. 10.:cord the
fr a: each tract .

A.

SO
r.

(04Ck d r-i...ters or inches.

1 7, as L',% O:.

1.11,60 ....aat .1 amia

$ )4. unn. ammo. . 4'. , .. , ,
1 ,41sa .. -so- a. - a... amo <(3- - =Ma adlh Is ad. 111.1.41 .1.11,1.allaaa Ma.

. 4 SO . 440 411 o
. 4. . 40.4" 40 Os OS. WO ONO Ows 011ilOONSO S.. . 11

ME.. aaa.....Daaar " ONO .181041141111111. Ms "0I .11. .111111 a . s. . as allas N aamo / Pt..1

......44111P1111 .111111 we. ...

I

LaNSIMINEN WilliaMopam./Mfawp.

distenc*
C.:;!i.;art: your gun with the appearance of the spud track.

abJ $Vfferences, ana Laogcsi:. do explanation.

6 iliSStAQ that s speed, d
of the fqliowing equations:

1, s z

t 2. d- st 3. t d

SulykKt way, in whis:h the JesOn of this iniebjgation could
be l!nproved to yeild more accurate results.

D. ybui cwr words write out a defilitinn or r$peetj.

C. Lha.. is your speed? Measure a distaice T that distif.;e
while ,'our partner times you. How does your speed compare
$1i4'h other 'embers of the class?
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Advanced Study

1. kead about the life of ::,sac Nowton and report

is ocedt corrrsuoWns to the wence 01

it Lion.

"Pr 4:,t. L11, . 'ov: fog dt.t1. s of auto-

o.,;:i;reot. speeds and under

ro,0 Mic..e a oirt that

'tlpe).: 642 pianos and

propeller drivull olw.Q., are decOercited in the

air and Or. thc

A. Prwtc a write Aid of. soma conditions which

affect the stuppinj listdoLe of automobiles.



Self Eveuation

Section 1

1. Give a brief definition for the following terms:

a. motion

b. speed

c. velocity

d. stopping distance

rolit.Av rough

2. blflurertiate between the following tem:
a. acceleration

c. 4Qcoleration

GE ST Ce?Yr.:11,71.1.

3, Write the formula you would use to calculate the amoUAt of
(a) acceleration

(b) deceleration

4. Solve the following problems:

I/OMNI/

1. Your car is accelerated from 75 mph
to 100 mph in 5 seconds. What is
your acceleration in mph/sec?

2. Your car is slowed down from 80 mph
to 2O mph in 20 seconds. What is your
deceleration in mph/sec?

5. Idenfity the following symbols from forigulas used for solvingproblems on acceleration and deceleration.

(a) u

(b) Vf =

(c) Vi

(d) t =
9



BEST COly
Self Evaluation (cont.)

6. Summarize what happened with the experiment on "Falling Objecto."

7. polorming the experiment using the force guage- what did
yOJ notes When, you continuted to add identical objects one at

'.'no z ',opened when you started adding AfPcr)nt objects one 4t
, ;;iite, ...WM 41.1.811. w .

dot obje..t dt ccil be set in motion?

?V *Iltil,01.5 which migh ,. influence the motion of an object
00%. 6een s2t in motion.

2. 3.

10. Weite Lhe formulas necessary to calculate the following:

1. speed

2. distance

3. time

...w....111Www.

11WWWWWWW.

10
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Section II
Frictional and Gravitational Forces

Introduction: Why is it possible for you to move a book throygh
the air more eaisly than you can push it acros a
desk? What role does friction play? After complet-
ing Section II you will be able to answer such
questions as asked above also. You will learn
what friction is, the different kinds of friction,
and laws related to friction.

Behav;oral Objectives IIA: Frictional Forces

1. After usiej the glossary of your textbo% and defining the term
frc,.ion, you will be able t' state veltatly on demand of the

aru on the LAP and Progress Tests the definition for
tern fricticn.

relit ifit4 pop 146 ih lout textede 014.74 oerformino trie
endes the topic "Effie,_ of Friction", you will

t r.rticipeta in a Oiscussior on the topic "Effect
.rIcticso cod Acceleration". YtA will be evaluated upon

Ou: parOc.ipntion in the discussion.

4 vTLt eeliiiig Wurld Buok Enovc,loppdia Book F, page 458, Yo4
:li oe ,411,1e to perform Ue folcwifiu activities.

11 F14cq. wily it is easier to lift an object than to pull the
,

Kap! 4CrO*4s .1 flat surface.

A b. List four uses for friction.

A c. List two J'rsudvantages of friction.

X d. List three ways that frictio6 can be reduced.

e. List the names and an example of three. different kinds
of friction.

f. State the basic law of friction :ail give a brief
X explanation of this law.

X g. Give the. definition for the term coefficient of friction.

X h. Give the formulas necessary to ceiculate the following

1, coefficient of friction
2. friction

1. (2>tate two sample problems. (a) t.) show how you wiiild solve
d oroblem for the coefficient of "ir,tion, 'nd (bi hew you
Imxild solve a problem calculating the aN!Irnt of friction.

You will be evaluated upon these activities by your verbal response
to questi..ns related to these activities 6;c1 these marked vith an (X)will appear on the LAP and/or Progress Icf..t.

1t



BEST MI 11"nr nql11,1

4. After completing activities R, C, P. and F for Behavinbgal Objective 3,
you will prc:pare a roster '4 one of thf, following topics:

a. Uses for Friction b. DisarividitAges of Friction
c. Reducing Friction d. Kinds of Criction

You may prepare your poster on unlined paper. Your poster
will be evaluated upon content, neatness, presentation, and
your understanding of the inforolation on your poster.

Behavioral Objectives Iii: Gravitational Forces

When you jump up unat appens you? LAM: pulls you
&Ain? W,;,11 you ot: uall 1,it- the air !hat happens
to it? What pulls on dif: fter complting this
part on e.f?etion !I 3f pi will lcil.rn the rolo

gr iv y r

F.

/kti.c:r -;(so,oictionir;, yLo to state a good
.

lf oe required to ideatify
_ on ti,L 1,roy-es:. and -%.AP lest.

2-inj Aage 146 in .14tIr ttyttfook perfcrming the exercise
"Meet. of you w;11 be able to observe

9v(...ity on i.:ccle*.'301/4.11. YrJu win be evaluated by
p. ..-. to 1. :le th.L we .144:d In the same topic,

421 Rook Enuclutdia Book G,

X the role the sun's gravitation.

L. State what holds the :.ot gases together in e Star.

A c. State wh:-..t causes titres.

d. State wNit r,olcis tint: moon in it_

X Llst four things that world happ,0 .1 jraviLation could be
turned off.

f. State Newton's Law of GravitaLi.,!!.

A g. Differentiate between Lt.(, terms !,ogs And weiiiht and state
which one changes witn diffv.rent riositiops in the universe.

X h. tht. definition for the terio of ';ravicy.

Illustrate i.,)w one can f;nd tit (..CIZ:1 of uirtify (If 00
irregular .-,haped object.

X j. ':..tate the definiLion for tn.? ter- =pfiLi c!r,0f.',.

k. Iliustrate how one can determine t,le. sr-rlfic :Jravity of
ant' malarial.

You he evaluated upoo the c. yo,.r

rPsPonses in the disur;sivn L '.itv. that ziri.;
marked with (X) will ,;:pear on tn: 6r-W



7.17ST Cnriv AU"WS I ri 03LE

1. Differentiate between mass and weight.

m. Which one changes with different positions in the universe.
Mass or weight?

n. There is less gravity on the moon than on the ea.th, Would
a person weigh more or less on the laonn as r,ompar..1 to the
earth?

o. Would a rocket require greater or less force to escape the
.; gravity?

Actl vi t icS St.

J C.11D.; t.c.rms:

4
; 0. Vcloolty

8. T;de
9. Mass

61.ight

Lot: t.)i, "Effect 0 Friction" on
.r 71:',1140K EPS,

30ok r, page 4F)8 and answer
quert.ionsA:rrnfFe- BehiviorerOireaiive section. (Review
LAmx

. Prepare a poster on one of the fol !owing topics.

!. "SES for friction
?. Disadvantages of friction
3. Reducing Friction
4. Kin is of Friction

following worksheets relctcd to f(iction.

1. Friction
2. Us,:t:41 friction 3. Reducng F,6iction

6. Obserse the filmstrip: 1. Gravity- ide,'tia- rrit'on

7, l''erfon.1 tha following experiments

1. Di Action of Motion
2: Friction

Cifferont Kinds of Surfaces am Fr

8. ktNiew yoJr definitions for the follo: (1.011 Z.hOU'd 117W v.iem already)

i. :Ira pity i"

2. Velocity 5.

ilcitia 6.
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9. Use the World Book Uncycimedia pages 321-323 Book G and answer

the quesTIFITWBU

13. Select any phase which interests you about either gravity or friction
and prepare a report. Pass in for evaluation.

11. Take your self evaluatiop.

12. Prepare an advanced study.

13. like your Progress Test.

; rorl fo;oving xpdriceent arty' ... the questions stated within
t'jz c\erj..

Lfi o.) .

. h.rt...eard. Shake a thin film
on dfuart! and !.hen holding it as shown in

too. rf t . marrle from the top of the
, r be influenced so

sf. It 111-,i

oti

C
.s..........

....4...
P.4

._,_ e/",
i

, .
re-

- . oS e Tris ti:le barely touch the
r ;;_; path in your rata book.

This f7,ne holJ a 719'..L ;,t the en,;, or th.2 board as shown in
piture C. ;:raki %J,1 at tt%e ir, your data book.

th... a single t`-.tetit th:t i.sc,riues all of these ways of
tht? ;Mat it?

rown, aWrinirrom

4 aut-aobile t,rn ahe tne guard rail.
41.:2 this .11u ,rate clati be47,:cir !-o7-,:e arid rcion?

How would it ha'.9/teen :.1(.,) sit-atri to provide
fo ece34-ary to -.6 ; frt, ! a stra7cht
MOL

11.11/11111

It
alai

. An entcrtainer jr2rked a
t. --;11-;-. oht from viler

The dishes
4-al' tho table

1164 Joes viii S illustlatc the

r:Inciplf. of in'e'rtia?
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Perform the following experiment and answer the questions stated
within this exercise.

Friction Play tape 2 (507-9)

A. Lay the force guage on the desk or table, and straighten out
the rubber band and paper clips. The free end of the second
clip should extend beyond the edge of the guage. Pick up the
free end and hold it so that the rubber band is straight but
not stretched. Record the scale reading (at the end of the
rubber band.)

3. Number the blocks as shown. Place block 1 on the sandpaper,
with one of the large sides down. Attach the free end of the
for:, Telge so that the block slides it :4. steady speed over
the sandpaper. Take a reading on the fore guage scale.

C. Place the block or! the pane of ,11.e side down.) Pull
Or the iece guage 50 that the blocL .1iJee at a steady speed.
Ree..d th. eeeding on the -:efce guie scale.

4. ;(....e i s 'ode from meltea sand. How can you explain the
.!iffelence be;.eeen the force required to pull wood over
1.14aper an; the for required to pJ11 wood over qlas0

2. How can this difference in force be related to the structure of
matter?

D. Turn block 1 so that one of its srle4ler sides is down. Do you
think it will require more, less, cr the same ame:, of force
to pull the block in this position as compared with the force
required in procedure C? Write down your prediction. Now test
your prediction by pulling the blor over the 91asA. Pall on
the force guage so that the clock slides with a steady speed.
Record.

3. Is the amount of friction betwee objects related to the area
of the surfaces in contact?

E. Lay 2 glass rods or tubes parallel t, each other- (about 1 inch
:part) on the pane of glass. Put block 1 on tope of them aed
pull it with the force guage so that it roll, with e toady
speed. Record the reading.

4. Make a sketch showing the motion of e!rticles of wood dnd
glass in procedure D. Make another s, etc;' Fhowiee the motion
of particles of wood and glass in pro.elure c.

15
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Perform the following experiment and answer the questions stated
within this exercise.

Does the kind of material that makes up tho surfaces in contact
affect the amount of friction?

1. Place block with glass furface side down on the lucre of glass.
Measure the force required to slide the block at a steady spend
across the plate of glass. Record the reading on the scale.

2. Turn the block over so that the glass surface is up. Use the
force gauge to pull the block at a steady speed on the glass
plate. Record the reading.

3. Put 2 rubber bands around tne bluck a: shown, Be sure the
bbe bands are not twisted, With ;.;1)r)er band4 acting

al, runners, rull the rouge the. thc ,t a steady
spend over the glas:: pane. PF..ord

A. List sevt:ral pioorties of libtder thiNk make it useful
101. ,1;ni,.o tires.

tqt. uo5e) bands and replace them with 2 pieces of masking
Ve 4.14t vhe sticky siee of the tape is out. Try to pull

:r hiock ov,:n the glazs at a steAy weed with the gauge. Re-
t. 1 1 - obsrvation.J.

. .'AL.. aro

16...11Mmalarrarr

...........~.... -
w,1r-;4.4C=1.

.- III *a 040 MON'

MbirMIMMOIrmr..........m...sarm I

B. Explain the result of procedure 4 in ters of the behavior of
the particles that make up the .surfce of masking tape, You
will want to take into account 1ott, tho shape. (roughness) of
the surface and the type of mint rial involved.

5. Prepare a chart. Use your force oaje to meetsu.' the force
nezdc.ld to pull block 1 at a steady speed on a smooth level surface,
such as a counter top. Repeat, using blocks 1 and 2 hooked to-
gether, one behind the other. Record tu r. tiding and repeat,
using al! three blocks hookci to..;e1.r, in single file.

6, Unhook thc: second and third blocks. 1:1,ice block 2 on top of
Lloc.k 1. Pull the 2 blocks over the same surface used in
procedure 5, and record the readin. Thch stack the third
block on top of the others. Pull th.. three blocks and record
data on the chart.

C. Does the amount of friction d:peod an the ary of the surfaces
ri contact? Does it deperd cn

bia0r.

Hook'd together

St ked

..-ao

i 1

I

6

SCALE 117ADING

....amarm. ....or rm.

amm....Mprm
r-- ar rr ...Mr



StIf
Section 1;

1. Define friction.

2. State how friction affects accelerdtir.

RFST CIPY

3. Explain why is it easier to lift an obieLt .;.a to PA.'
it across a surface.

4. L;;i (14 for friction.

4.

A,

5. td:Iat i4 two disadvantaps of friction:

b.

6. List the names of two different kinds of fricLi0..

a. b.

7. What is meant by coefficient of friction?

8. Define gravity.

9. Explain how gravity affects accelerv.iol.

10. What force holds the planets in their orbits?

11. Explain what causes tides.

12. If gravitational force was suddenly cut off, li

(a)

(b)

17
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Advanced Study

1. Prepare a report on the "Advantages and Disadvantages

of Friction."

2. Make a chart which compares different kinds of

surfaces which offers little or no friction with

those which offer a lot of friction.

3. Make a chart or display of d 117A Of lubricants or

means tf reducing or preventing friction.

hake a report on the roles "Gravity Play in our

Universe.°

5. Make a chart which displays either and/or same

advantages or disadvantages of friction.

6. Make a chart which displays some effects of

gravity.

7. Make a report which contrasts the amount of

gravity on the earth with the amount on the

moon.

18



Section III
Starting and Stopping Distances

BEST COPY A:1:;;LriSil

Behavioral Objectives:

1. After reading page 152 in your textbook, you will be able to
state in writing what is meant by starting distance. You will
be required to state the definition in writing on the Progress
Test and LAP Test.

2. After reading page 153 in your textbook under the topics- -
Bows and Arrows and Varying Starting Distances, you will be
able to provide answers to the questions that are stated under
each section. You will pass in this exercise and you will be
1:valuoted upon the answers you have providLd.

3. niter reading page 154 in your textncck you will be able to
make a comparison between blow guns f; corms in terms of
length of barrel, gas pressure, and twlit. speed.

You yiil 5e evdtuu,A upon the comparison you present.

4. it. reatling pages 148 -14g in your textbook and performing
Ime experiment under the title-Acceleration of Falling Objects,

ta to state what happens during the experiment inof

a. The downward pull of oravity
O. The upward pull of the cord
c. The friction of the pulley

You will be evaluated by the explanations you give for what happens
on the Progress and LAP Test.

5. After reading pages 148-151 in your textbook, you will be able
to provide the answers to the questions on the worksheet related
to "Forces for Starting and Stopping". You will be required tolearn the answers to questions marked by (X) they will appear
on the PROGRESS AND LAP TEST.

Activities

1. Read and summarize the information which is covered on pages
143 -152 in your textbook EPS.

2. Perform the activities as they are stated in Objectives 1, 2, 3and 4.

3. Complete the enclosed worksheet on "Forces for Starting and Stopping,"

4. Perform the experiment - Play Ball- and answer th^ questions statedwithin the exercise.

5. Take the self evaluation.

6. Prepare an Advanced Study.

7. Go to Section 4.

19



WORKSHEET

Forces for Starting and Stopping

as/ nf
14 I /4 If

X 1. Name the two forces that act on a parachute as it decends.

(a) (b)

2. What direction do these forces act?

(a) (b)

X 3. Which of these forces is an

(a) accelerating force

(b) ae,A.lerating force

X 4. ..t.al; would ;lappen to the parachute ip o: the following cases:

(0 Llownward fmi-greater than upwaA icrce?

,u) )pward fre:: equals the downward force?

Ue 1:6:171 free fall used

6. V.hy is free fall impossible in air?

1. If you were presented with the following data related to bathroom
scale reading:

`.arenao r s

'Reading

........

i r e a a r r rv i l i

Knees bent
ea ing w ti
Rising Slowly

eading whi e
Rising Fast

ea ng 0
Rising Very
Fpst

140114 114 121

-----

128"11" ...IP.
1(a) When is the greatest force exerted? (b) What method of straightening

up requires the lease muscular effort? Why?

8. Refer to page 151. Read section - Behavior of a Tossed Ball.
Make a sketch of the diagram and lable as shown: A, B, C, O.

X a. Label where accelerating forces act on the ball.
b. What direction does gravity act on the ball? Upward or

downward?
X c. From B to C, gravity and arF resistance act as (Accel-

erating, decelerating ) forces.
d. The only force acting on thd bass at C is
e. The force acting on the tali at C causes the ball-to

f. The two forces acting on the ball from C to 0 are

9

and

From C tiTT11751-17cTilerates, decelerates, 'novas at
a steady speed)?

20



C
9. After studying the diagram at the top of page 155, and reading Nio,A

the section "Pitching a Baseball" you will be able to complete
the following: iL

X

X

X

a.

b.

c.

d.

When does a pitched baseball roach its greatest speed?
00
IV%

slid,
mote.

Why is it that a pitched baseball dogs not gain spinal
after leaving the pitchers hand?
What is the advantage of starting a pitc7117176TArthe
head of the pitcher? 14111"...0.1.........110

Which has the greater starting force A to C or A to B?

X

=MINEMI11101110011.=11. Why? =......11...rawmoripresawms-aealaw..
,heat i the advantage of havine a long arched pitcher?

Ater leaving the pitcher's hand, the n(;11 is (accelerated,
decelerated, or moves at a constant sp..f.1)?

10 md!, im et the top of pap 2nd read the Section
,n DrL.r,j a Golfuall.

1! t,E data for the motion
.......i.,.. ..................

r'yr!, itt....val 1. ?. 3

171 S 8

TiFe-TriliFraT

bilanE
iloved(mm ) 11 11

4

9

of the ( 01 f eta was as follows

3 71:8 91 la 11 12 13 14 15 16

11 12 13 15_118 20,17 17 15 14 12

23 30

7

ime nterva

biAance
Moved(M11) 5 5

Construct a broken line graph for this data. Plot the distance
moved on the vertical axis and the time interval on the horizontal
axis.

4

.From your graph interpret the following:

a, When was the golf club moving most rapidly?

b. The apparent bending of a club results from what?

You will be evaluated upon your graph and interpretations.

X 11. Read page 157 - Topic - "Follow Throw;i"

a. State in writing the purpose of foilow-throu0.

b. List several sports that require 4'ollow-throinh for their success,

c. State the purpose for follow-thro;.y..
You will be evaluated upon this activity on the Progress and LAP Test
as it is stated. 21
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Perform the following experiment and answer the questions within.

Play Ball Play Tape 2 (605-722) This i a a tape of the World Series
in the year 2000.

1. Throw a ball up in the air. Does it go very high?
How could you make it go higher?

2. Throw it up again. Watch very closely. When does the bell move
fastest? When does the ball move most slowly? Do you think it
ever stops in the air?

3. Throe' tho ball to a partner. Dots the ball go straight from you
'.,) yotx -Irtner? What do you feel whln you catch the ball?

,.. 4, WA yau throw the ball fromlml
T,C 11: 45..

.:c4 22ron to another, what
,, J ---" ..14an if no one caught

i .. -:..: I:. nothing was in its
,A , ,- ag.. A

'.0 Etop it what would
happen to the ball?

I t . /
, .:. I.. . / $. What u.used the ball to move?
1 r..:_,*

force
f ' I1

6. What Ivio,ps it going? inertia
/

,

ii I
7, What slows it down? friction

A. 1 ,,l;Ws together like this PUSH!
Whet e.o you feel? (a force?)
Hoax 2 forefingers together -- PULL! What do you feel?
Aat was the direction of the force put out by the right hand?
by the left hard?

B. Stand up and jump - can you feel a force pulling you down?

C. Do you think the following statelientli ure true? Give evidence
for your answer.

1. Nothing will move unless some force is applied.
2. if an cbject is moving, it will continue to move unless some

force stops it.

3. An object in motion will contihut: to move in a straight line
tinlesF: some force causes it to change its direction.
(Example: pitcher --------4 eitier

fielder
What caftsed the ball to change c:irectiorit

How mu,h work do you do when you Indian wrest4 cind both
hand3 are straight up?



Self Evaluation
Section 111

1. What is meant by starting distance?

P.F.ST 1111111.11GLE

2. Where does the starting distance of an arrow begin? end?

3. At what instant does an arrow have it greatest speed?

4. ifferentiate between a blow gun that operates by lung pressure
end those that use the pressure oF (loses.

so

tw,; forces act on a paraohute 4S it decends?

.)

o. 'n wnat direction does the force of gravity pull?

7. What is meant by the term free fall?

O. Why is free fall impossible in air?

9. Would the forces of gravity and air resistance be copsidered
as accelerating or decelerating forces?

10. When does a pitched ball reach its greatest speed?

11. What is the advantage of starting a iitc.n from behind the head
of a pitcher?

12. After impact when is a golf ball moving most rapidly?

13. What is the purpose of follow- throucj:

14. Name several sports that require foilri through for their success.

15 What is the meaning of follow- through
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ADVANCED STUDY

1. Write a repnrt which includes why it is important

to "follow through" in the following sports:

a. Basehall

t. Bowiing

r. Goifing

. sa6ti:1 which displays sou. of some

Ac....-ierating Forces

L.. Ofcelurating Forces

3. WiC2 J report which includes some disadvantages of

:.:,celelaLing forces.

4. Read about the methods that skiers use to decelerate

themselves when they find they are going too fast or

when they want to stop. Make a diagram of each method.

5. Prepare a display or diagram which shows when cars on

a roller coaster are accelerating and when the cars

are decelerating.

24



Section IV
Stopping Distance-

Introduction: Just as an object is see
an accelerating force, An 0L..Ct
brought to rest by a dece:oratiol,
force. Nothin9 stops id:Air:40y.

Behavioral Objectives:

1. Study the diagram at the top of page 158 in your book.
You will see that there must be a stopping distance to
bring an object to a stop.

Did the car stop instantly?
:lixplain your answer.

Consult a driver's handbcoi: on 42 3nd f.ake a poster
:,.'owing stopping distence;; for Lpcf!ds with good
LiAe5. Your .poster will Le evioteJ by content, neatness,

cxeseetation.

2 :rfum 4.L: experiment under tic: topic "Changes in Stopping
-,stanve". Record your data here.

,dLL"0 Afitnod Resultine For Pain Relative Sto in

. ,tiff

lees Lent a little

3. knees bent a few inches

4. knees bent several
inches

You will be evaluated upon the data that you record.

3. Study the diagram at the bottom of page 159. Read the
section Landing From a Jump. Answer the oue::tions
listed under that topic; you will be evaluated upon
the answers you give for the questions in a discussion.

4. Study the way a baseball catcher slows clown a fast pitch.
Give a description of how he doe3 it and tell why he uses
this procedure. You will be evaluated upon the description
of procedures that you present.

5. Observe the diagrams on page 161 at the sid.'. After
reading the section on boAing both from your textbook
and the "B" volume of the World book Encyclnudia,
Explain; "Rolling with the pun'EVITT,nlis
distance and decelerating force.

Explain what happens if a boxer uoh't "roil with the
punch" in terms of stopping distis. fic:v-.:.tinq
force.

25
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You will be evaluated upon ycue aL,1.:i the significance
of rolling with the punch in terms of Steppin distance and decelerating
force.

6. Read pages 162-165. List the two Farts that the swing of
a hammer can be divided into. State the purpose of hammer
handles. Differentiate between using large and small ham-
mers in terms of producing large forces. You will be
evaluated upon this activity as stated on the Progress
and LAP Test.

7 List and learn the names of five devices that belong to
the pounding tool family and explain briefly how they
operate in terms of starting and stopping distance.

8. does a gun "kick when you pull thy, trigger? Consult
a Modern Physical Science book 1.).; Brooks, 7raey, Tropp,andirliar. List the names of five devices !hilt operate

tk.. action -reacijon SLa te the principle.
You be required to list at !eAV1 four devices that
operate on action and reaction :Icinciple o.; the LAP

a:-.%; Progress Test.

1,11 foicula for calculating the answers to problems dealing
4ith 4..ctionareaction (momentum) is MiX V1 = M2X V2
interpretation: M = lass

:elocity
Ti: :..:t scripts 1 and 2 indicate which objects are acting

rtactin9, Learn the basic formula and study this
problem:

A gun having a mass of 500g fires a 5g mass bullet
at a speed of 1000 meters/sec. Find the recoil speed of
the gun.

Solution:

Step 1 - Substitute the given quantities in the equation

Mg X Vg= MbX Vb

41. kV
A% 14;:i'r-17 200

MXV =MX.V

Mg = 5000g
Mb 5g

= V
b

= 1000 m/sec.

g bb
(5000 g) X V9 = (5g) X 1000 m/sec.

Step 2. Solve for Vg in this equation.

Vg = (5
g
) X (1000 m/sec.) OR v

(
, 1 wisec.



Activities OUT arY ;

1. Read pages 158-165 in your textbook EPS.

2. Perform the activities as stated in Ojbectives 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,

6 and 7.

3. Make a poster which displays different stopping distances

at different speeds. (consult a drivers handbook for this)

4. Hake a list of tools which belong to the pounding tool family.

Oriag in pictures of these tools if they are available.)

5, Frie. the roan ing for the term momentL.), and what the state -

At for. 010. ixtIon there is an equL:1 and opposite reaction

Vi EtICA4 ,

6. 6issu. the nawis of five devices v.hich operate on the action

e4.:Icion principle.

I. Ob4erve the 1amon4tration on how to solve problems related to

olomantum.

8. Solve the assigned problems related to momentum.

9. Observe the following filmstrip

1. Transportation by Air

2. Transportation on Water

(State how these filmstrips are related to the study of momentum)

10. Perform the following experiments.

1. A jet propelled boat

2. Self Propulsion

3. Reaction engine

11. Take the Self Evaluation

12. On an advance Study

13. Take the LAP Test.
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Perform the following experiment and answer the questions stated
within the exercise.

A jet propelled boat

Every action produces a reaction equal in force and opposite in
direction.

Build a jet propelled boat. You may use any design that you wish,
but it must meet 2 qualifications:

1. It musfnot-be longer than one foot.
2. It must be able to go backwards as well as forward.

A sample model can be seen below or you may use your own imagination.

Ge a group of your friends to
are after discussing this with

1,.oujei airlinera du not have
slow mr. its landing speed?

build boats also. Then set a time
your teacLer, plan a boat race.

propellers. How can a jet airliner

Co. changing direction of exhaust gases solve this problem?

CL. :,gest a way to slow down a jet so that extra long
i.411'445 ,:ra unnecessary.

rubber tubing

milk carton

28
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Perform the following experiment and answer the questions stated
within the exercise.

Self-Propulsion

Physicists have learned that for every force there is an equal and
opposite force. They call these forces action and reaction.

1. Wind up a toy car and set it on a thin board that rests on
rollers. What happens when you hold the car still? What
happens when you hold the board still? What happens when
you do not hold either the car or the board? Discuss the
forces applied in each case.

2. Make the device shown below and find out what happens when you
burn the string. Test stones of diffPrent weights. What
happens when the stone and the board weigh the same?

3. Change zhe accelerating force bi (Alutxy binds of different
thi.;kna:;siis. Test the effect of addLj cliffrent loads to the
tArd.

4 Li, iiootwr needs a forward push to drive himself ahead.

.r.frevf= :,,V677

.

44'1'
e . Ade 11116. 01. ...SOU *SP 1111...11PM

alrawoo.wolipallrallIAR.

ro-k

rubber bands ri rIF

He can get this forward push by pushing backward on the sidewalk.
The sidewalk then pushes forward on him and rives the scooter
ahead. The ground is able to provide a forward push because of
friction. What would happen if the boy tried to ride his scooter
on very smooth ice?

5. Propellers exert a backward push on the air. As the propellers
push backward on the air, the air pushes forward on the propellers.
The forward force is the force of reaction. The force of reaction
on a propeller can be demonstrated with an clectiic fan.

6. Place the fan on a light board that rests on round sticks. Hold
the board from moving and start the fan. Note that the fan is
pushing the air away from it. Release the board. What happens?
Explain the behavior of the fan and the board in terms of action
and reaction.
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Perform the following experiment and answer thn questions stated within
this exercise.

Reaction engines

1. Get a small tin can with a press-on lid (a medium size spice can
works well.) Use a nail to punch holes in the upper corners of
the can near the tops as shown.

fishing swivel

punch small
hole here

and
here;

2. Put 5 to 10 ml of water inside the can. Tie a loop of fine
thread around the covers and push the cover into place.

3. If your can is different from the one shown, you may need to
modify your method of hanging it. Hang the can by the thread.
Be sure the thread is untwisted and the can is hanging without
turning.

4. Place a candle under the can and wait for the results. Observe
the direction in which the steam comes from the hole and the
direction in which that part of the can moves. Why are the
holes placed in the corners of the can instead of in the center?

5. What will happen if the jet is allowed to thrust against an
immovable piece of board?

6. Can you devise an arrangement that will allow the thrust of 2
steam jets to be compared? One steam jet from a s-all should be
pushing against some solid surface, while the other steam jet
is thrusting against thin air. Be stop: tht: i,!t; holes
are Ole same diameter.
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Your Problem

If a 10 lb. gun tires a 1 oz. bullet at 161;0 cL,sec., what la the
recoil speed of the gun? Show your work hc.4e1

*wad. MM.*

in, KW' ;Jes 168-171. Briefly expiafn how the following operate in
riiati4n tc the action and reaction principle.

tai 1:w.pelicrs

(b) jets and rockets

You will be evaluated upon your ability to describe how these objects

operate in relation to the action and reaction principle.
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Self-Evaluation
Section IV

1. What is meant by stopping distance?

Cr4;77 1"" "- r

2. What will happen if a moving object does not have an adequate
stopping distance between the time the decelerating force is
applied and the time the object is reached?

3. Should a baseball be decelerated slowly through a long distance
or quickly through a short distance?

zt. Iv clic spurt '':coxing'' what is meant by "rolling with the punch"?

111 four tools that belong to the pounding tool family.

C.

d.

6. If one wanted to produce a large force to pound a nail into a
flat surface, would he use a long handled or short handled
hammer?

i. State the action-reaction principle.

8. List the formula for calculating the mumentum of an object.

9. Name four devices that operate on the action-reaction principle,

(a) (c)

(h) (d)

10. Solve this problem:

A gun having a mass of 5000 g fires a 5 g mass builat at a
speed of 1000 meters/sec. Find the recoil velocity of the
gun.



Advanced Study

1. Prepare an exhibit of common pounding tools including

those used in the home, in small shops and in athletics.

2. Prepare report on how "rolling with the punch is

important in boxing.

3. Prepare a write up on hog "follow thro;..gh" is important

in tne following sports: 1. ildseod;l

2. nc

3. Golf

4. Pripae a summary including a description and use for

the following tools.

1. Drop Forges

2. Pile Drivers

3. Skull Crackers

5. Prepare a write-up which includes some of the advance-

ments due to self-propulsion.

6. Write a summary which includes how the shapes of

objects affect the rate at which they travel

through the air.

7. Summarize how gravity and friction affects objects

as they travel through the air.
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RATIONALE

Throughout history man has learned ways to increase

force, chanp the direction of a force, and increase the

speed of his work.

A machine is a device that helps us do these things.

We do not know what the first machine was. It may have

been the tree branch the caveman used as a lever to move

a huge stone, or the sharp rock he used as a scraper

(wedge) to skin animal hides.

Scientists have identified six simple machines,

the lever, inclined plane, pulley, wheel and axle, wedge

and screw.

In this LAP, we will be concerned with names, descrip-

tion and some uses for the six simple machines and how they

are combined to make complex machines.

1



Section

General Introduction to simple machines.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE 1 A

After completing the assigned activities, you will be able to state the
name, recognize, identify a use and describe the six simple machines.

Activities

1. Define the following terms

1. machine
2. simple machine
3. complex machine
4. efficiencj
5. laver

6. pulley
7. wheel and axle
8. screw
9. innline plane

10. wedge

2. Read and summarize the information found on pages 184-193 in the
EPS textbook.

3. Complete the student activities on the following worksheets.

1. Simple Machines
2. Complex Machines
3. Incline plane
4. Screw
5. Wedge

4. Write down and learn the names of the six simple machines. (if
necessary make a sketch so that you can identify the machines when
you see them again)

5. Differentiate between a complex and a simple machine. List several
examples for each one.

6. Observe the filmstrip "Simple Machines" (Summarize the contents)

7. State several advantages for using a machine.

2



Self Evaluction

1. Define the term machine.

2. Differentiate between the following terms.

1. simple machines 2. complex machines

3. List the names of two complex machines.

1. 2.

4. List the names of the six simple machines.

1. 4.
2. S.
3. 6.

S. List two advantages of using a machine.

1.

2.

6. Identify the simple machine by its description.

a. a sloping surface

b. a rope slung around a wheel

c. a rigid bar pivoting on a fixed point

d. a spiral incline plane

e. wheel connected to a shaft

7. Name four devices which contain the wedge.

1. 3.
2. 4.

8. List the names of some simple machines which are found in the following
complex machines.

1. typewriter

2. wheelbarrow

3



Self Evaluation (cont.)

3. scissors 111M

9. Name several devices which contain a wheel and axle.

1.

2.

10. Name a common use for incline planes.



Advance Study

1. Make and display examples of simple machines, such as levers,

incline planes, wheel and axles and pulleys.

2. Make a display of several complex machines and label the names

of the simple machines which can be found on or within the

complex machine.

3. Make a display of some toys which utilize simple machines.

4. Make a report about one of the simple machines, include pictures,

etc.

5. Find out what is meant by the following terms in relation to a

machine,

1. Mechanical advantage

2. Efficiency

3. Friction effects and how it can be reduced.

5



Section II

The study of the simple machine, the lever.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE I A

After completing the following activities, you will be able to differentiate
between, relate daily examples for, and solve problems related to the first,

second and the third class levers.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE I B

After completing the enclosed worksheets on the incline plane and general
information about machines, you will be able to solve problems related
to the incline plane and state uses for some of our common simple machines.

ACTIVITIES

1. Define the term lever.

2. Draw a sketch and label the three classes of levers (pages 194-197
of your textbook)

3. Learn the differences between the first, second, and third class
of levers.

4. Study the sample problems related to levers (listen to lectures)

5. Solve problems assigned, related to levers (all three classes)

6. Complete the enclosed worksheet on general information about
levers.

7. Read information on pages 186-187 of your textbook about the
incline plane (learn symbols on page 186).

8. Study the sample problem related to the incline plane and
mechanical advantage.

9. Solve assigned problem on the incline plane and mechanical
advantage.

10. Complete the enclosed sheet on general information about
machines learn those with an X by them.

11. Observe the film "Simple Machines Make Work Easier."



Problems Related to Levers:

To which class of levers does the following lever belong?

4r___________________

E F

Does the following lever resemble a seesaw?

At this point: Look up and write down the Law of Moments.

Sample Problem related to the first class lever:

Problem: Is it possible for a 78 lb. boy who sits 4 ft. from
the fulcrum to balance a 52 lb. boy who sits 6 ft. from
the fulcrum?

Formula: counterclockwise moment = clockwise moment
Force X Distance = Force X Distance
78 lb. X 4 ft. = 52 lb. X 6 ft.
312 ft/lb. = 312 ft/lb

Answer to problem = YES

Your Problems Related to the First Class Lever

I. If a 150 lb. man were to sit 4 ft. from the fulcrum of a seesaw, how
far from the fulcrum must a 100 lb. boy sit to balance him? SHOW
YOUR WORK HERE!

II. An 80 lb. boy is sitting 6 ft. from the fulcrum of a seesaw and a
100 lb. boy is sitting 4 ft. from the fulcrum on the same side as

the 80 lb. boy. How far from the fulcrum would a 220 lb. man have
to sit to balance the two boys? SHOW YOUR WORK HERE!

7



Problems Related to the First Class Lever (cont.)

III. A 150 lb. boy is sitting 2 ft. from the fulcrum of a seesaw and a
100 lb. boy sits 3 ft. from the fulcrum. Is the seesaw balanced?
SHOW YOUR WORK HERE!

IV. A weight of 500 g. hangs from a uniform lever 20 cm. to the right
of its midpoint fulcrum. At the left is 250 g. weight 20 cm. from
the fulcrum, and a 100 g weight 50 cm from the fulcrum. Is the rod
balanced? SHOW YOUR WORK HERE!

8
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On general information about the classes of levers.

Complete this exercise.

1. List the name that designates the three classes of levers.

1.

3.

2.

2. Levers are grouped into the three classes, depending upon the re-
lative positions of the

and

3. In the first class lever, the is located at one

end, the is located at the nther end, and the

is located somewhere between the effort and the
resistance.

4. Label the following parts of a first class lever.

Arm Arm

4; >l<

Effort arm

5. In the second class lever, the
are on opposite sides and the
the fulcrum and the effort.

Fulcrum Resistance Art

6. Label the following second class lever.

A Nit

Resistance

and the
is located iEWEET

Effort Fulcrum

7. In the third class levers, the and the are

at opposite ends of the lever and the is located

somewhere between the fulcrum and the resistance.

8. Draw and label the third class lever.



Problems related to the Second Class Lever:
;,.

Draw the second class lever:

Does it resemble a wheelbarrow?

What part of the wheelbarrow resembles the fulcrum?

Where on the wheelbarrow will effort be exerted?

Where will the weight be exerted?

Again review the law of moment.

Problem: If 200 lbs. of weight is placed in a wheelbarrow and the
distance from the wheel to the weight is 2 feet and the
distance from the wheel to the handle is 5 ft., how much
effort must be exerted on the handle of the wheelbarrow
in order to lift the 200 lbs.? SHOW YOUR WORK HERE!

Consider the formula:

Clockwise torque = Counterclockwise torque

How much effort must be exerted on the handle of a wheelbarrow to lift
400 lbs. if the distance from the fulcrum (wheel) to the weight is 2 ft.
and the distance from the wheel to the handle is 8 ft.? SHOW YOUR WORK
HERE!

You will be required to solve similar problems on the Progress and LAP
Tests.

10



Simple Machines - Incline Plane

(length)

REST CCM INVIIE

- Height (or vertical
rise)

The incline plane is such a simple device that it scarcely looks like
a machine at all. The average person cannot raise a 200 lb. box up2 ft. But if you place a 10 ft. plank from where you are to lift the
weight to the ground one can lift 200 lbs. easily. If there were no
friction, one could lift the 200 lbs. by exerting only 40 lbs. of force.

The M. A. (Mechancial Advantage) of an incline plane is the length of
the incline divided by the vertical rise.

Problems Related to the Incline Plane.

-- 6 ft.

If man wanted to move a barrel weighing 200 lbs., how much effort would
the man have to exert in raising the object this distance?

Ans. - 100 lb. Solution: RXhatEXL
200 lb. X 6 ft. 2 E X 12 ft.

1200 ft/lb. = 12 E
100 lb. = E

The mechanical advantage of the incline plane is obtained by dtviding
the resistance by the effort.

MA = R = 200 lb. = 2r 100 lb.
Interpretation of Symbols: R = resistance

H LI height

E = effort
L = length

MA = mechanical advantage

Define mechanical advantage

Your problem - How much effort must be exerted in order to lift 400 lbs.
up an incline plane that is 10 ft. long and 5 ft. high?
SHOW YOUR WORK HERE! What is the mechanical Advantage?

You will solve similar problems on the Progress and LAP Tests.

11



Simple Machines - General Information

1. What are the two basic parts of a pulley?

and

x 2. What are the two main kinds of pulleyt?

1. 2.

x 3. Differentiate between a movable and a fixed pulley.

x 4. What are some common uses of the fixed pulley?

5. What is a block and tackle?

x 6. What is a common use of a block and tackle?

7. What is a wheel and axle?

8. Name some common examples of the wheel and axle.

9. What is a wedge?

x 10. Give some common examples of wedges.

11. What is a screw?

12. Give some common examples of screws.

12
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x 13. What are some common uses for screws?

14. What does the terms effort and resistance mean in relation to machines?

effort-

.
resistance-

x 15. Interpret what is meant by the statement: "A machine has a mechanical
advantage of 10."

x 16. To the physicist what is the meaning of the term efficiency?

17. What is the formula used to calculate the efficiency of a machine?

x 18. What is the meaning of the term friction?

x 19. How does friction effect a machine?

20. Differentiate between the terms work input and work output.

work input-

work output-

13



Self Evaluation

1. What is a lever?

2. Make a sketch of the three classes of levers.

3. What is the names of two different types of pulleys?

1.

2.

4. Give a common use for each of the following machines:

1. lever

2. incline plane

4. wedge

5. block and tackle

3. fixed pulley 6. screw

5. What information is given by the mechanical advantage?

6. In a scientific sense, what is meant by the following terms:

1. efficiency

2. friction

3. work input

4. work output

5. effort

7. What formulas are used to solve problems relating to:

1. mechanical advantage

2. efficiency

8. That point on which a lever is supported and is free to rotate is
called the (a) effort (b) resistance (c) fulcrum. circle one.

14



Self Evaluation (cont.)

9. A hammer is used to remove a nail from a board. The hammer would

represent (a) first class lever (b) second class lever

(c) third class lever. circle one.

10. A machine can never (a) save time (b) increase force

(c) save work, circle one

15



PROBLEMS

1. How far from the fulcrum must a 150 lb. boy sit in order to
balance a 75 lb. boy who sits 2 ft. from the fulcrum?

2. If a 300 lb. weight is placed 2 ft. from the fulcrum and the
distance from the fulcrum to the handle is 5 ft., how much
effort must be exerted in order to lift the 300 lbs.?

3. How much effort must be exerted in order to push a 150 lb. barrel
up an incline plane which is 2 ft. and 3 ft. long?

4. What is the mechanical advantage in problem 3?

16



Section III

Work, Power and Energy

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE I

Have you ever climbed a stairway lately? If so, estimate the amount of
work you accomplished? The amount of power?
If you can do this good! If not, you will be able to do so -"T-9-4Jaret
complete the activities for this section.

ACTIVITIES

1. Read pages 184-185

2. Define the term work in a scientific sense.

3. Write down the formula you would use to solve problems related
to work.

4. Complete the enclosed worksheet on work.

5. What is meant by the terms power and horsepower.

6. Write down the formula you would use to solve problems related
to power and horsepower.

7. Complete the enclosed worksheet.

8. Read and summarize pages 198-201 in the EPS textbook.

9. State the meaning for the following terms:

energy kinetic potential

10. Write down several examples for Kinetic energy and potential
energy.

11. Write down the formula you would use to solve problems related
to Kinetic and potential energy.

12. Complete the enclosed worksheets and problems related to
potential and kinetic energy.

13. Complete the enclosed worksheet classifying conditions as
either kinetic or potential energy.

14. Observe the filmstrip "Energy and Work" w/tapes

15. Complete the student activities on the worksheet.

1. Energy

17



Worksheet

1. What is the basic formula you use to solve problems relating to work?

PROBLEMS

1. A trunk weighing 150 lbs. rests on a floor. How much work is done
when it requires a horizonta"1 force of 45 lbs. to drag the trunk a
distance of 20 ft. Answer

2. A boy weighing 130 lb. climbs an 8 ft. vertical ladder. Determine
the amount of work done? Answer

3. If you lift a box weighing 60 lbs. through a distance of 10 ft. How
much work do you do? Answer

You will further demonstrate your ability to solve similar problems on
the LAP Test.

18



Worksheet

Problems related to Power

I. First write the formula necessary to solve problems related to power.

Problems

1. A horizontal force of 110 lbs. is required to move an object across
the floor a distance of 20 ft. in 8 seconds. What is the power
required?

2. A boy weighing 130 lbs. climbs an 8 foot vertical ladder in 4 seconds.
Determine the power required.

3. If a man performed 10,000 ft. lb. of work in 5 minutes, how much
power did he produce?

Horsepower - The power developed by a machine is usually meausured in
units called 1 HP - Horsepower(HP). In order to produce
1 HP, 33,000 ft.-lb. of work must be done in one second.

The following formulas are used to calculate the horsepower rating of an
engine or machine.

w= work
(a) HP = W = fx0

711717-7-377000 T(min) X 33,000

P) HP = W = fX07secjrgr- T(sec) X 55a----

19



Sample Problem:

A mass weighing 660 pounds was lifted a distance of 600 feet in 3 min.
How much horse power was developed by the machine which did this job?

(a) HP = 660 lb. X 600 ft. = 396,000
3 min X 33,000 99,000

or

(b) HP = 660 lb. X 600 ft. 396,000
180 sec. X 550 99,000 = 4 HP

Worksheet

Problems Related to Horsepower

1. An elevator lifts a weight of 528 pounds 1000 feet in 2 minutes.
How much horsepower is produced by the motor? SHOW ALL WORK!

2. A mass weighing 1,320 lbs. was lifted a distance of 1200 ft. in 6 min.
How much horsepower was developed by the machine which did the job.
SHOW ALL WORK!
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Worksheet

Problems related to Kinetic and Potential Energy

I. Write down the formula for calculating:

Kinetic energy

Potential energy

Problems:

1. What is the potential energy of a block which weighs 55 lbs., when
placed on a ladder 10 feet from the ground?

2. Find the kinetic energy of a bullet weighing 0.15 lbs. if its speed
of flight is 2,000 ft/sec.

3. A 10 bs. object moves with the speed of 25 ft/sec. Find the kinetic
energy of the body.

4. What is the potential energy of a rock which weighs 100 lbs. when it
is placed on a cliff 15 ft. high?
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Worksheet

Classification of Forms of Energy

Kinetic ? or Potential ?

1. coiled spring

2. rock sitting on top of a cliff

3. dynamite explodes

4. unused battery

5. a running stream of water

6. heat energy

7. stick of dynamite

8. moving automobile

9. water behind a dam

10, energy within an atom

Definition:

kinetic energy:

potential energy:
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Self Evaluation Section III

I. Briefly define the following terms:

1. work

2. power

3. energy

4. kinetic energy

5. potential energy

II. Classify the following as either kinetic or potential energy.
Use a K for Kinetic and a P for potential energy.

.1. dynamite explodes

2. water behind a dam

3, dynamite before it explodes

4. water running down a deep hill

5. rock sitting on top of a cliff

6, a coiled spring

III. What formula do you use to solve problems related to work.

problems related to power

Solve the following problems

IV. A boy weighing 150 lbs. climbed a 4 ft. ladder in 4 seconds.
(a) How much work did he do?
(b) How much power?

V. What is the potential energy of a block which weighs 75 lbs. When
it is placed on a ladder 5 ft. from the ground. ft/lb.

VI. Find the kinetic energy of a 5 lb. object which moves with the
velocity of 10 ft/sec.

ft./b. sec.
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Advance Study

1. Make a display showing examples of some common levers we use

everyday. Classify the levers as first, second or third class

levers.

2. Prepare a report on one or more of the following topics.

1. work

2. power

3. energy

4. kinetic energy

5. potential energy

3. Prepare a chart which lists the names of as many different kinds

of energy as you can name.

4. Prepare a chart displaying the meaning for the terms kinetic and

potential energy and five examples of each.

5. Prepare a display illustrating objects which change energy from one

form to another(example - a toaster) changes electrical energy to

heat energy, etc.

6. Prepare a chart which displays the three classes of levers with

. their different positions labeled.
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RATIONALE

Since carbon is one of the basic elements of matter,

it is wise that this LAP consider this element in detail.

How much do you already know about the element carbon?

How does carbon appear in nature? Are the follow-

ing substances related to darbon in anyway, diamonds,

graphite, petroleum and coal?

After completing this LAP, you will be able to

answer these questions effectively. You will better

understand the nature of the element.

Our next LAP will consider light and sound and how

we hear and see.
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Section I Properties and Manufactured Forms of Carbon

BEHAVIORAL 0rJECTIVES:

After completing the activities for section I, you will be able to:

1. List the names, describe the appearance, and state the means

of preparation for the given manufactured forms of carbon.

2. List four properties (ways to identify) the element carbon,
this may include (color, texture, atomic number, atomic

weight, etc.)

3. State a use for each of the following forms of carbon.

1.

2.

3.

4.

Activities

Boneblack (animal charcoal)
Carbon black
Coke
Charcoal (wood charcoal)

for Section):

and summarize the information covered on pages 81-86 in your

EPS.

pages 167-168 Book C of the World Book Encyclopedia 1970

Topics:

1. Read
textbook

2. Read
edition

1. Carbon
2. Properties of Carbon

3. Carbon Black

3. Define the following terms.

1. coke 6. hydrocarbon

2. charcoal 7. graphite

3. lampblack 8. diamond

4. carbon black 9. destructive distillation

5. boneblack 10. amorphous

4. Complete the following chart; refer to the references in activity 2.

Reference Chart on Carbon

Symbol

Atomic Number

Crystalline Forms of Carbon

1.

Atomic Weight

Electron Arrangement

2.

2



Amorphous Forms of Carbon

1. 3.

2. 4.

Description of Pure Carbon

1.

2.

Now Pure Carbon can be Prepared

Four Common compounds which contains carbon.

Example: Carbon dioxide CO2

1. 3.

2. 4.

5. Observe the demonstrations on how the following manufactured forms
of carbon can be prepared. (As these forms are prepared record
notes as they are given.)

1. pure carbon 3. charcoal
2. boneblack 4. coke

6. State two or more uses for the following:

1. boneblack
2. coke
3. carbon black
4. charcoal

7. Prepare a poster illustrating means of preparing at least four of
the manufactured forms of carbon. This poster will be graded on
content, completion of work, and getting the idea across.



Self Evaluation Section I

1. Describe the element carbon.

2. How can pure carbon be prepared?

3. List the names of two manufactured forms of carbon.

1. 2.

4. Name and state a use for any two manufactured forms of carbon.

1.

2.

Complete the following:

5. are compounds which are composed of only hydrogen
and carbon.

6. is thi heating of a substance in the absence of air.

7. is the amorphous form of carbon prepared by heating
wood in the absence of air.

8. Classify the following as either amorphous (manufactured forms)
or crystalline forms of carbon.

1. boneblack
2. diamond
3. charcoal
4. graphite

9. Name two compounds which contain carbon.

1.

2.

10. State how the following can be prepared in class.

1. boneblack

2. coke

3. charcoal

4



BEST COPY AVOW

ADVANCED STUDY

1. Prepare a written report on either of the following topics:

1. Amorphous Forms of Carbon

2. Crystalline Forms of Carbon

3. Carbon as an element

4. Properties of Carbon

2. Prepare a display which illustrates

1. Some amorphous forms of carbon

2. Some crystalline forms of carbon

3. Pure carbon

3. Demonstrate to the class how to prepare either or several

amorphous forms of carbon.

4. Prepare a poster which displays some of the amorphous and/or

crystalline forms of carbon and some of their uses.
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Section II A Group of Carbon Compounds - Hydrocarbons

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:

One of the major groups of carbon compounds are the hydrocarbons.
Hydrocarbons are compounds composed basically of the elements of hydrogen

and carbon.

In this section of the LAP you will be concerned with how to
determine the formula and the structural formula for three of the
different series of hydrocarbons (alkan series, alkene series, and
alkyne series.)

A. Given the basic formula; you will use this formula and determine
the formula for some members of the alkane series. After you
practice using the formula, you will be required to complete
a chart using the correct formula for members of the alkane

series.

Rana
Basic formula for determining the formulas for members of the

alkane series.

Cn H +2
2n

n = the number of carbon atoms

Example - If N = 4, 6, 8, determine the formula for the members of
the alkane series.

N = 4

C H +2
n 2n

C
4
H
2(4)

+ 2

C4H8 + 2

4H];)

N = 6 N = 8

C
n
H
2n

+ 2 C
n
H
2n

+ 2

C6H2(6)+ 2 C8H2(8)+ 2

C
6
H
12

+ 2 C
8
H
16

+ 2

NH10

Your problems - If N = 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 9 and 10. Determine the formula

for the members of the alkane series of hydrocarbons.

Show your work here.

1. if n= 1
formula

6



2. If n 2

formula

3. If n = 3

formula

formula

5, If n 7

formul a

6. If n 9

formul a

Use this basic formula C
n

H
2n

+ 2

Complete this Chart.

Members of the Alkane Series of Hydrocarbon.

N Names Formula

1 methane CH4

2 ethane CH
4 6

3 propane C H8
8

4 butane

5 pentane

6 hexane

7 heptane

7



8

9

10

Mame

octane

nonane

decane

Use this formula C
n
H
2n

+ 2 just as you did on the preceeding page.

Example - CnH2n + 2

If n 2

C
2
H
2(2)

+ 2

C
2
H
6

(formula for ethane) look above.

B. Given examples and after the teacher explains how to go about
constructing the structural formula for members of the alkane
series, you will practice doing the structural formula for
several assigned members of the alkane series. You will be

required to do several structural formulas on the progress
and the LAP Test.

Examples:

Structural

1. ethane

formulas for members of the alkane series.
Structural Formula

C
2
H
6

2. propane C
3
H
8

3. butane C
4
H
10

H H
1 I

H -C-C- H
t

H H

Structural Formula

H H H
I 1

H-C-C-C-H
I I I

H H H

Structural Formula

H H H H

I I 1 1

H -C-C-C-C- H
1 0 1 1

H H H H

8



WORKSHEET

Structural Formulas for Alkane Series of Hydrocarbons

Do the structural formulas for the followiiig hydrocarbons.

1. pentane

formula

2. hexane

formula

3, heptane

formula

4. octane

formula

5. nonane

formula

structural formula

structural formula

structural formula

structural formula

structural formula

C. Given the general formula, you will use this formula and determine
the formula for some members of another group of hydrocarbons called
the alkene or the ethylene series of hydrocarbons. The general
formula for the members of this series is C,H2n. Example: ethylene
is the first member of the ethylene series, 4 C H . The chief
structural difference between the methane series 2 4 and the
ethylene series is that, in the ethylene series, a pair of carbon
atoms shares a double bond.

Example - to determine the formula for members of the alkene series,
use this general formula C H .

n 2n

9



If n - 2 Formula C H = ethylene
2 2(2)

C H

24

If n = 3 C
3
H
2(3)

= propane

C
3
H
6

WORKSHEET

Calculating the formula for the alkene or ethylene series of hydrocarbons.

General Formula - C
n
H
2n

n = 4 formula

n = 5 formula

n - 6 formula

n = 7 formula

n = 8 formula

n = 9 formula

n = 10 formula

10



BEST COPY AVAILABLE

D. After studying the example given and listening to explanation given

by your instructor, you will learn how to do the structural formulas

for the alkene series of hydrocarbons. The basic difference between

the structural formula for the alkane and alkene series is the members

of the alkene series of hydrocarbons have double bonds.

Example of differences:

alkane series H H H
I I 1

propane C
3
H
8

H -C-C-C- H

H H H

Single Bond

alkene series H H H
I I i

H-C-C=C-H
I
H

tpiouble Bond

propylene C
3
H
6

E. Given the general formula, you will use this formula and determine
the formula for some members of another group of hydrocarbons called
the alkyne series of hydrocarbons or sometimes called acetylene
series. In this series the carbon atoms and the general formula for
determining the formulas for this series is CnH - 2. You will be

required to determine formulas related to thls 2n on the Progress

and the LAP Test.

Example: If n = 4, what is the formula for the hydrocarbon in the
alkyne series?

Soultion:
n = 4 general formula C

n
H
2n

- 2

C4H2(2)-2

C
4
H
8

- 2

C
4
H
6

If n 5 C
n 2n

- 2

C
5
H
2(5)

- 2

C
5
H
10

- 2

C5H8

11



WORKSHEET

Determining the formulas for members of the Alkyne Series.

If n = 6

n = 7

n=8

n = 9

n = 10

n = 11

n = 12

formula -

formula -

formula -

formula -

formula -

formula -

formula -

F. After studying the examples given and listening to instructions
from your teacher, you will be able to do the structural formulas
for members of the alkyne series. Remember that the alkyne series
have a triple (three) bonds between the carbon atoms. You will
be required to do several structural formulas for members of the
alkyne series on the Progress and the LAP Test.

Example: Construct the structural formula for the members of the
alkyne series if n = 4.

formula - C4'4

if n= 5

formula C
5
H
8

structural formula

H - -CEC- - H

H

$

H

structural formula

H H

H H

H H

12



WORKSHEET

Structural formulas for members of the Alkene Series.

Instructions:

Return to.the worksheet where you calculated the formulas for the members
of the alkene series. Using these same formulas, do the structural formulas
for each of the hydrocarbons on that sheet.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Formula Structural Formula

13



Self Evaluation Section II

Compounds of Carbon - Hydrocarbons

Let N = 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10.

Using the appropriate formula for the appropriate series of hydrocarbons,
determine the general and the structural formula for the

Alkane Series

Formula

Structural Formula

Formula

Structural formula

Formula

Structural Formula

Formula

Structural Formula

Formula

Structural Formula

Alkene Series Alkyne Series

14



ADVANCE STUDY Section II

1. Prepare a report, using several references on general information

about the hydrocarbons.

2. Prepare a write-up using several references about either one of

the following series of hydrocarbons.

1. Alkane Series

2. Alkene Series

3. Alkyne Series

3. Prepare a chart which displays the basic formula for determining

the general formulas for each of the three series of hydrocabons.

4. Prepare a chart which displays the basic structures for determining

the structural formulas for each of the three series of hydrocarbons.

5. Select a member from each of the three series and compare the

properties and uses for the selected members.

15



Section III

Diamonds and graphite

How much Ju you know about diamonds and graphite? Where are diamonds

found? Graphite? What are some of their characteristics, properties,

uses and differences.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:

1. After completing the following activities, you will be able to state

the following concepts about diamonds.

a. General nature of diamonds
b. Some uses, properties and means of preparation
c. Briefly how diamonds are formed in nature
a. The meaning of some terms related to the study of diamonds

2. You will be able to state the following concepts related to the

study of graphite.

a. The general nature of graphite
b. Some uses, propw'cies, occurances and producers of graphite

c. Method of preparation
d. How graphite is related to the study of the element carbon

Activities for Section III:

1. Read pages 147-150 of the World Book Encyclopedia, Volume D,

under the topic "Diamond."

2. Complete the enclosed worksheet on diamonds and learn the answers

to those with an X mark by them.

3. Prepare a report on one of the following topics related to the study
of diamonds.

(1) How Diamonds Are Cut to Make Jewels
(2) How Diamonds Can he Judged
(3) What Diamonds Are
(4) Where Diamonds are Found

4. Look up the definition for the terms related to diamonds and become

familiar with them.

5. Read page 315 of tne World Book Encyclopedia, volume G, under the
topic "Graphite."

6. Complete the enclosed worksheet on graphite and learn the answers
to the Questions with an X by them.

7. Take the Self Evaluation.

B. Prepare an advance study.

9. Go to Section )V.
16



WORKSHEET ON DIAMONDS

Complete this Exercise:

X 1. Diamonds may be used in industry for.

(a)

(b)

(%1)

X 2. Diamonds are crystals formed almost entirely of

3. The only other material that can scratch a diamond is

X 4. A diamond (will, or will not) dissolve in an acid?

X 5. A diamond (can, or cannot) be destroyed with intense heat?

X 6. if diamonds are heated in the presence of oxygen, the compound,
is formed.

7. If diamonds are heated in the absence of oxygen, is
formed.

8. The fact that diamonds are makes them expensive.

9. , and
are three places in the world that the important diamond fields
may be found.

X 10. is the country that produces 90% of the
wor d supply of diamorial:

11. Most diamond looks when taken from the ground.

X 12. The size of diamoods are determined by

13. Gems, diamonds are graded according to:

(a) (c)

(b) (d)

X 14. Flaws in diamonds might be due to:

a. c.

b. d.

X 15. Briefly tell how man-made diamonds are made.

17
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16. One of the reasons why diamonds are so expensive is because

and the rough diamond is .

a and process.

17. About percent of the diamonds are only suitable for

industiiirge.

X 18. Scientists believe that diamonds were formed millions of years

ago when was subjected to great heat and

pressure.

19.

fhto sparkling gems.

20, and are two colors which

diamonds might appear.

and transforms rough diamonds

Terms Related tri the Study of Diamonds:

Define these terms:

X 1. diamond

2. facets

3. carat

X 4. flawless diamond

X 5. perfect diamond

X 6. man-made diamonds

X 7. natural diamonds

3. gem

X 9. polished diamonds

10. cut diamonds

18



WORKSHEET 4114 GRAPHITE

X 1. Graphite occurs in nature as a

, that is to the touch.

2. How is most of the graphite that is used today made?

X 3. Graphite mixed with clay and hardened is what the
in our pencils are made of.

X 4. List four properties of graphite.

a.

b.

c.

d.

X 5. List four uses for graphitc.

a.

b.

c.

d.

1=011

X 6. Can graphite be used as one of the raw materials in making man-made
diamonds?

X 7. Both diamond and graphite are made up of carbon.

X 8. What accounts for graphite being so soft?

9. Graphite occurs in states in the United States.

10. is the only state that produces natural graphite.

11. developed the process for making graphite from
coke in the year

12. is the leading producer of manufactured graphite.

19
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Self Evaluation. Section III

I. List two uses for diamonds.

1.

2.

2. Name the element that is a basic part of diamonds.

Name the gas that is formed if diamonds are heated in the
presence of oxygen.

4. What is formed if diamonds are heated in the o)sence of oxygen.

5. Can a diamond be destroyed with an acid? intense heat?

6. How does graphite differ from diamond?

1. How are graphite and diamonds related?

8. What can graphite be used for?

9. List two properties of graphite.

1. 2.

10. What accounts for the fact that graphite is soft and diamonds
are hard?

11. Classify diamonds and graphite as either amorphous, or crystalline
forms of carbon.

12. How can diamonds be made by man?
Can graphite be used to make diamonds?

20



ADVANCED STUDY Section III

1. Prepare a chart which displays the similarities and differences

between diamonds and graphite.

2. Prepare a detailed report on either diamonds or graphite use

and list several different references.

3. Prepare a summary of how the General Electric Company went about

making the first man-made diamond.

4. Prepare a chart contrasting the uses for diamonds and graphite.

5. Prepare a pictorial display of some of the products or uses we

enjoy due to diamonds or graphite.
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Section IV

Petroleum and Coal - Resources Related to Carbon.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:

1 A. Petroleum

After completing the prescribed activities, you will be able to state.

1. The names of some of the instruments used to detect and transport oil
deposits,

2. Some of the useful products we can obtain from petroleum.

3. The theory which best explains how petroleum originated.

4. The meaning of some terms which are related to the study of petroleum.

5. The names of the two basic elements.

6. How petroleum is broken up into useful products.

1 B. Coal

1. How coal is formed (stages of development)

2. Four basic kinds of coal.

3. Some useful products obtained from coal.

4. The basic difference in nature and uses for anthracite and
bituminous coal.

5. Basically where coal is found in the United States.

6. What we can get from a ton of coal (by- products)

Activities 1 A.

1. Read and summarize the information given in the World Book Encyclopedia,
Volume P pages 292-312.

2. Complete the enclosed worksheet using the World Book Encyclopedia
Volume P pages 292-312. (Learn the answers to those with an (X)

by them.

3. Define the following terms which are related to the study of petroleum.

Terms related to the study of petroleum:

1. petroleum 7. hydrocarbon
2. crude oil 8. fractionating tower
3. Christmas tree 9. gasoline
4. magnetometor 10. kerosene
5. gravity meter 11. seismograph

6. fractAnal distillation 12. refining

22



a

4. State the names of three instruments which can be used to detect
oil deposits and how they operate.

5. Make a poster on either of the following diagrams from the World
Book Encyclopedia.

1. Refining Petroleum (page 306 - Book P)

2. What a Barrel of Crude Oil Provides (page 296 Book P at the top).

Coal 1 B.

1. Read pages 566-581 in Book C of the World Book Encyclopedia.
(You may use the reprint for this)

2. Complete the enclosed Worksheet on Coal (Use A reprint from the
World Book Encyclopedia - Coal)

3. List the names and the descriptions for the four basic stages in
the development of coal.

4. Write down 4 summary of "How Coal Was Formed: (Reprint pages 566-
577).

5. State the difference between anthractie and bituminous coal (description
and uses). (reprint page 568)

6. State where coal is basically found in the United States.
(reprint pages 577-578)

7. List twenty products we can obtain from a ton of coal. (reprint p. 580)

8. Make a poster from the title "Black Magic" ideas may be obtained
from page 583 of the reprint.
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WORKSHEET

Petroleum - General information about petroluem.

1. is the state that produces 70% of our petroleum.

X 2. is the man who dug our first oil well in the year

in the state of .

3. , , and

are three instruments that can be used to detect oil deposits.

X 4. List five products that might be obtained from petroleum.

(a) (d)

(b) (e)

(c)

X 5. Why is petroleum called black gold?

X 6. Name one important fuel that might be obtained from petroleum.

7. Name four devices used to move the oil.

(a) (c)

(b) (d)

8. carry more petroleum than do any other means
of transportation.

X 9. No one really knows how petroluem was formed. However most scientist
accept the organic theory. State the theory.

10. is the biggest user of oil in the world.

X 11. Petroleum is composed of thousands of different combinations of just
two elements and

X 12. Oil refineries breaks petroleum down into various

by means of

24



WORKSHEET

Coal - General Information about Coal

1. is the most important use for coal.

2. is a use for coke.

3. Coal is sometimes referred to as

4. and are

tie Tour basic st4is in the developemtn of coal.

5. Name ten products we can obtain from a ton of coal.

1. 6.

2. 7.

3. 8.

4. 9.

a
10.

G. How is coal grades?

7. Coal originates from

8. What is meant by carboniferous period?

9. State a difference between, anthracite coal

anci bituminous coal

tio

10. Complete the following information "Burning 100 pounds of coal
helps in the manufacture of:

pounds of cement

pounds of newspaper

pounds of aluminun

pounds of steel

25



Self Evaluation Section IV

1. Is petroleum and crude oil about the same thing?

2. Name four products we can obtain from petroleum.

3. Name and state the use for three instruments used to detect oil
deposits.

1.

2.

4,

4. What is the name of the theory which best explains how petroleum
originates?

5. In the transportation of crude oil what is a Christmas tree used
for?

6. What is the names of the two basic elements of which petroleum
is composed?

7. Briefly define the following terms.

1. fractional distillation

2. fractionating tower

3. refining

4. hydrocarbons

8. Briefly explain how coal is formed in nature.

26



Self Evaluation (cont.)

9. Name the four basic stages in the formation of coal.

1.

2.

3.

4.,

10. Name four products we can obtain from coal.

1. 3.

4

11. Name-the basic use of coal.

4.

12. State the names of two states where coal can be found in the

United States.

1. 2.

13. What is a basic difference between

1. Anthracite coal

2. Bituminous coal

14. What is meant by carboniferous period?

15. Is coal being formed in South Carolina?
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1. The Petroleum Industry Today
2. Searching for Oil
3. Drilling for Oil
4. Producing Oil
S. Transportation of Crude Oil

4. Prepare a poster which displays a Fractionating Tower and explain
what goes on during the Fractional distillation process of petroleum.

ADVANCE STUDY Section IV

1. Write a brief history on the Origin and Nature of Petroleum.

Prepare a chart displaying some of the yeilds from a barrel of
crude oil.

3. Select one of the following topics and prepare a report using
several different references:

5. Select one of the following topics and do some research using
several references:

1. Time of Formation of Coal
2. How Coal is Mined
3. How Coal is Transported
4. Products From Coal

6. Prepare a poster which displays a graph which shows either and/or
the following:

1. Uses of Bituminous Coal
2, Leading Coal Mining States
3. Leading Coal Mining Countries

7. Prepare a map and indicate where the main coal deposits occur
in the United States (Use different colors to indicate

(a) bituminous
(b) lignite
(c) anthracite
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RATIONALE

Light provides us with most of the information about surroundings.

It is not surprising therefore, that man has given much thought to the

behavior of light and to methods of controlling. As a result, we now

have thousands of devices invented to produce light in dark places, to

improve vision, and to preserve images for later study.

Much of our information about the world comes to us throught our

ears. Hearing is especially important for communication with others.

Sounds tell much more than people realize. A mechanic knows when

an engine needs adjustment by listening to it. :A Biologist identifies

many birds, frogs. and insects by their songs and calls. An outdoorsman

predicts weather by the noise of the wind.

We will study these and other concepts in more detail in this LAP.

1
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Section II

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:

(IA) 1. Using the prescribed resources, you will be able to:

1. Define given related terms to the study of the eye.
2. State the names and function of given parts of the eye.
3. Trace the path of light from the outer eye to the brain.
4. State the general nature and cause of given eye defects.
5. State generally how given eye defects may be corrected.

Activities:

1. Define the following terms:
1. optic nerve
2. ophthalmologist
3. eye
4. nearsightedness
5. farsightedness
6. astigmatism

cross eyedness
ophthalmology
color blindness9.

1(1.

2. Give the function for each of the following parts of the eye:

Iris 6. optic nerve 11. watery fluid
pupil 7. brain 12. vitreous fluid
cornea 8. rods 13. eye lids

4. lens 9. cones
5. retina 10. eye

3. Study the transparency on the
make a sketch.)

parts of the eye (if necessaiy you may

4. Arrange the following in order (from the time light enters the outer
eye until it reaches the brain):
1.

2.

3.

4.

5,

optic nerve
pupil

lens
iris

retina

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

vitreous fluid
cornea
brain

watery fluid

5. Use the World Book
Science (Sound and
cause and means of
177stigmaTTT11
2. nearsightedness
3. farsightedness
4. color blindness
5. cross eyedness

Encyclopedia and/or the dictionary, Pathways in
Light) and give brief explanations for the nature,
treatment for the following eye defects:

2



Additional Resources:

Transparency: The Eye

Work Sheet: The Eye

Filmstrips: Hauge...am

(IB) 1. Using the prescribed resources you will be able to:
1. State brief definitions for given terms related to the study of light.
2. State the rate at which light travels through space (contrast this

with the ratio at which sound travels through space).
3. State the difference between the following in relation to the path of

light:
1. transparent
2. opague
3. translucent

4. Name the basic source of light in the universe and its significance.
5. Name and state the difference between some natural sources of light

dnd some artificial sources of light.
6. State the difference between reflection and refraction of light.

for section I (IA)

8.

9.

beam (of light)
ray (of light)

1. Define the following terms:
1 light

reflection
3. refraction 10. photo trophism
4. transparent 11. optical illusion
5. opague 12. luminous
6. translucent 13. incandescent
7. radiant energy 14. illuminated

Resource for 1-14: Dictionary

2. State the difference betwen the rate at which light travels through
space and the rato that sound travels through space.
Resources:
1. Pathways in Science (Sounds and Light)

Topics: (1) The Travels of Light p. 95
(2) The Travels of Sound p. 29-30

2. The Physical World
Topics: (1) The Speed of Sound p. 494-497

EllRiefsfoetufattwwaeyesnItnh:cfiollcoewin(gSotuenrdm: Light)

2. translucent
3. opague

Topic: (1) When Light Strikes an Object p. 89-90

4. Name the basic source of light in our universe.
Resources: The Vorl Book Encyclopedia Vol. 12-Book L

Topic: (1) Sources of Light

3



Activities for Section I (cont.)

5.. Name and state the difference between some natural sources of light and
some artificial sources of light.
Resources: The World Book Encyclopedia Vol. 12 Book L Pages 250-255

6. State the difference between reflection and refraction of light.
Resources: Science--A Key To The Future Refraction page 176-177
Pathwa s Ir Science (Sound and Light)
opics: 1. light Bounces Back pp. 91-92

2. The Travels of Light p. 95

3. When Light Looks Back p. 111-113
World Book Encyclopedia-Vol. 12 Book L
Topics: 1. The Mature of Light p. 248

2. Reflectors and Refractors p. 253

7. tomplete the following given worksheets related to the study of light:
1. What is Light (Complete the Worksheet)
2. Nature of Light (Complete the Worksheet)
3. Sources of Light (Complete the Worksheet)
4. Reflection of Light (Complete the Worksheet)

Refraction of Light (Complete the Worksheet)

1. LiJ1t
2. Light In Ou, Home

4



SELF-EVALUATION

1. State a brief definition for the following terms:
1. Ophthalmologist

2. Astigmatism

3. Nearsighted

4. Color blindness

5. Eye

2. State the function for each of the following parts of the eye:
1. Optic nerve

2. Rods

3. Cornea

4. Pupil

3. Briefly explain the nature of the following eye defects:
1. Nearsightedness

z. Astigmatism

3. Crosseyedness

4. Trace the path of light from the outer eye to the brain.

5. Which travels fastest, light or sound?

6. Does light need a medium through which to travel?

7. Will light travel through a vacuum?

8. Name one of each of the following:
1. transparent materials
2. opague materials
3. translucent materials

9. Name the basic source of light in our universe.

10. What are two things that would probably happen if the sun would suddenly
stop shining?
1.
2.

11. Name two artificial sources of light.
1.

2.

5



Self-Evaluation (cont.)

.".

12. What is thedifference between the following terms:
1. Reflection of light

2. Refraction of light

13. What is the diqerence between the following?
1. Transparent material

2. Translucent material

14. Classify the following as either transparent, translucent, or opague
substances:

1. water
2. frosted glass
3. wax paper
4. air
5. aluminum

6



ADVANCE STUDY
w Section I

1. Prepare an exhibit of materials that are opague, transparent and trans-
lucent.

Make a study of the human eye and its operation.

3. Make a booklet illustrated with pictures telling the story of the fam-
ous Mt. palomar telescope in California.

Make charts and models to explain the nature of eclipses of the sun and
moon.

5. Prepare a poster contrasting the names and pictures of some artificial
and natural sources of light.

6. State the general characteristic and names of some good reflectors and
poor reflectors of light.

7. Explain what causes a rainbow to form.



Section II

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:

(IIA) Using the prescribed resources you will be able to:
1. Define terms related to the study of the ear.
2. State the names and function of given parts of the ear.

3. Trace the path of sound from the outer ear (auricle) to the brain.
4. State the difference between audible and inaudible sounds and give sev-

eral examples of each.
5. State the relationship of the following terms to the study of sound:

1. microphone
2. megaphone
3. stethoscope
4. acoustics
5. oscilloscope

6. State how we are able to prceuce sounds with our vocal organs.

Activities:

1. Define the following terms;
1. ear
2. auditory nerve
3. eardrum
4. ultrasonics
5. acoustics

sounds
7. sonar
B. noise
9. loudness
10. decibel

Reference: Use the dictionaries and the glossary of the resource books.

2. Tell for what each of the following parts of the ear are used:
the oval window
the cochlea
organ of corti
auditory nerve
brain
semicircular canals

1. auricle 7.

2. auditory canal S.

3. eardrum
4. hammer 10.

5. anvil 11.

6. stirrup 12.

Resources for Activity 2:
1. Modern Physical Science

Topics: (1) The Sensation of Sound is Produced in the Brain p.289

2. The Physical World
Topics: (1) How We Hear p. 500-504

3. Pathways In Science (Sound and Light)
Topics: (1) The Human Ear p. 34-35
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3. Arrange in order the path sound travels from the outer ear to the brain.
1. Brain 7. Anvil
2. Auricle 8. Oval Window
3. Auditory nerve 9. Organ of Corti
4. Auditory canal 10. Cochlea
5. Stirrup 11. Eardrum
6. Hammer
Resources for Activity 3:
1. Notes from teacher (lecture)
2. Basically the same resources as for activity 2.

4. Define the terms audible and inaudible. List several sounds that are
classes as audible sounds and several which are in audible.
Resources for Activity 4:
I. Science: A Key to the Future

Topics: Effect of a Vacuum on Sound p. 124
2. Pathways In Science (Sound and Light)

Topics: 1. Sounds of our World p. 23
2. The Travels of Sound p. 29-30
3. How fast Sound Travels p. 30

5. 1)tate the relationship between the following terms and sound:
1. microo,)ne
2. megaphone
3. stethoscope
4. ac.ouLtics

5. oscilloscope
Rew.wces for Activity 5:
1. Pathways In Science (Sound and Light)

Topics: 1. "Lets show it on An Oscilloscope" p. 49 & 26
2. Glossary p. 76-81

6. Explain how we are able to produce sound with our vocal organs
Resources for Activity 6:
1. Pathways In Science (Sound and light)

Topics: 1. The Human Voice pp. 40-41 .

2. Exploring Physical Science
Topics: 1. Vocal Cords pp. 234-235

Additional Resources:

Handouts:

1. Diagram of the ear to lable parts and to state function of the parts
2. Diagram to trace the path of sound from the outer ear to the brain.

Tapes and Audio Visuals:

1. Wallensah Teaching Tape-C-7058:'How We Hear". Complete Worksheet.

Film and Filmstrips: How We Hear.

Worksheets:

1. Man's Voice

2. Animal sounds and Hearing

9



Section III

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTYVES:

(IIIB) 1. After completing the following activities you will be able to:
1. Define terms related to this section of the LAP on sounds.
2. Briefly state how sound is produced and how sound travels and the

general nature of sound.
3. State the names of four different kinds of sounds.
4. Contrast the different rates at which sound travels through diff-

erent materials,
5. State the meaning and cause of echoes and multiple echoes.
6. State the nature, cause and some uses for ultrasonic sounds.

Activities:

1. Define the following terms:
1. acoustics 7. vibration
2. frequency -8. echoes
3. pitch 9. sonar
4. luudness 10. ultrasonics
b. noise 11. sound
6. decibel
Resources: The dictionary and the glossary of the books found on the

cart.

?. Stute how sound is produced and how sound travels and the general nature
of sound.

Resources: (1) Wollensak Teaching Tape C-7550 The Nature of Sound
Complete the Worksheet.

(2) Film: Sound. Complete the questions after section I and
section II.

(3) Pathways In Science (Sound and Light)
Topics: 1. Where there is Sound There is Motion p. 498-499

2. The Travels of Sound p. 29-30
3. How Fast Does Sound Travel p. 30

(4) The World Book Encyclopedia Book S
Topics: 1. What is Sound .p. 488

2. How Sound Travels p. 489
3. Characteristics of Sound p. 489
4. Sound Travels at Different Speeds p. 491

3. State the names of several different kinds of sound.
Resources: (1) The World Book Encyclopedia Book S

Topic: Kinds of Sound p. 493
Worksheets: Complete activities

1. What is Sound?
2. Nature of Sound

4. Contrast (state the difference) the different rates that sound travels
through different materials.
REsources: (1) Pathways In Science (Sound and Light)

Topics: 1. The Travels of Sound p. 29-30
Chart to complete on "The rate that Sound Travels Through
different materials.
Worksheet to complete student activities:
1. Sound and Materials
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5. State the meaning and cause of echoes and multiple echoes.
Resources: (1) Pathways in Sound (Sound and Light)

Topics: When Sound Reaches a Surface and Bounces Back
p. 31-32

6. What is the meaning of and some uses for ultrasonic sounds?
Resources: (1) Pathways In Science (Sound and Light)

Topic: Bats and A new Science p. 36

11



SELF-EVALUATION

1. Briefly define the following terms:
1. auditory nerve

2. ultrasonics

3. acoustics

4. echo

5. megaphone

2. State the function for each of the following parts of the ear.
1. auricle

2. auditory canal

3. auditory nerve

4. brain

List in order the eleven steps tracing sound from the outer ear to the
brain.

4. What is the difference between audible sounds and inaudible sounds.

5. State briefly what the following are used for:
1. oscilloscope

2. stethoscope

3. megaphone

4. microphone

6. Sound travels in the form of

7. Briefly state how man is able to produce sound using his vocal organs.

8. Name two animals which produce ultrasonic sounds.
1. 2.

9. How does a cricket produce sounds?

10. What are two different kinds of sound?

2.

12



Self-Evaluation (cont.)

11. What causes an echo?

12. What are some uses for ultrasonic sounds?

13. Arrange in order from fastest to slowest the rate at which sound will
travel through the following:
1. Gas 1.

2. Solid 2.

3. Liquid 3. 4

14. State why sound travels faster through some substances and objects than
it does through others.

15. Why is it that you see lightning before you hear thunder even though
they both occur at the same time?

16. Which travels faster light or sound?

17. Which needs a medium through which to travel-light, sound,or both?

18. What is the scientific study of sound called?

19. Why are sounds louder in an empty room than in a room which contains
carpet, bedspreads, and curtains, etc?

20. Sound travels in the form of



ADVANCED STUDY

1. Make a poster displaying a diagram of the ear with labelee parts and
state the function of each part.

2. Do some research on ear defects and their causes. (Deafness)

3. Find out why some ceiling tiles have holes in them.

4. Prepare a chart which displays some samples of loudness of sounds.
Reference: Pathways In Science (Light and Sound) p. 49

5. Make a chart which illustrates how several animals produce sounds and
how they are able to hear sounds.

6. Find out how the porpoise and the bat are able to detect sounds.

7. Find out how ultrasonic sounds are used in industry and in medicine.


